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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Large-scale integration of renewable energy sources (RES) changes the landscape of power systems.
Intermittency and reverse power flows from RES lead to new regulation issues both in transmission and
distribution levels. The potential benefits of energy storage systems (ESS) are widely recognised, for
integrating dispatchable RES and also enhancing power network stability. Different types of ESS could offer
their power/energy capacity in the balancing/energy market and provide various ancillary services in order
to support flexible operation of the power system also with high RES penetration levels. Reduced price and
increased flexibility bring profits via market participation, which attracts further investments for the
deployment of storage technology. A diversity of storage technologies is foreseen for the network
applications in the near future, but how to effectively coordinate a large number and different types of ESS
is still an open challenge. The concept of virtual storage plant (VSP) is proposed in this context. VSP
aggregates and coordinates multiple ESS acting as a single storage unit from the perspective of the
transmission system operator (TSO).
This deliverable aims at introducing the VSP architecture, functionalities, and demonstration setup within
the work package (WP) 7. The main contributions of this report are summarized as follows:
1) Regional Network Modelling and Performance Evaluations
A simplified interconnected network model covering four TSO systems (HOPS, NOSBIH, EMS, CGES) in
South-East Europe is introduced, based on which time-domain simulations are performed to analyze the
services provided by VSP. The operation of distributed storage systems and the performance evaluation of
the Greek transmission system are presented according to the current practice for storage and RES,
reported by VARTA and PPC respectively. Generally, storage units and controlled either in a centralised or
in a decentralised manner with respect to storage dispatch and automatic frequency/voltage regulation.
This information will be used as baseline to define performance indices which probabilistic studies and
demonstration activities within WP7 will be based on.
2) VSP Architecture and Functionalities
This report refines the architecture of the VSP framework outlined in the deliverable D7.2 considering the
recent advancement of WP7. Special attention is paid to address the VSP functionalities defined in HighLevel Use Case (HLU) 5 in a formal way. VSP mainly accounts for storage technologies located in the
distribution level. By aggregating small-scale storage devices as a single storage unit from the system
operator’s perspective, multiple storage units can be coordinated to deliver system-level services including
frequency/voltage regulations and congestions relief. A unified framework is developed to regulate
network frequency and stabilize inter-area tie-line flows, which prevents congestion on the cross-border
lines after contingencies. The voltage regulation issue is solved locally in the distribution network through
the optimal coordination of storage systems. Business models are developed, based on which the owners
of the storage assets can effectively access various electrical markets and share the profits. Furthermore,
the optimization results are presented for VSP offering its capacities in the balancing market.
3) VSP Framework Implementation
According to the presented VSP concept and architecture, the initial laboratory setup for the experimental
assessment of the VSP framework is illustrated. Hardware-in-the-loop and real-time simulations will be
established, which incorporate the physical laboratory power network in the simulation loop. At a later
stage of WP7 the VSP framework will be deployed in the laboratory, where the storage devices
communicate in a distributed fashion implemented the devised algorithms. The communication
infrastructure interfacing the VSP framework to the external CROSSBOW ecosystem will be discussed.
The final version of the VSP architecture and its functionalities will be reported in the second version of
D7.3 VSP Framework, together with the relevant definitions, improved functionalities, and demonstration
plans for HLU 5. Specifically, the following aspects are included in the second version:1) in Section 3.3, a cosimulation platform is developed to test the control concepts for VSP in frequency regulation and
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congestion management; this platform also bridges the current simulation and the future demonstrations,
in which the storage model will be replaced by real storage assets in the laboratory; 2) In Section 3.2.4, the
optimization algorithms for VSP market participation are improved considering more accurate modelling in
energy limits and efficiency of storage, and the refined energy and balancing price data from all 8
CROSSBOW TSOs are used to obtain new results; 3) In section 4.2, detailed information on the ICT
infrastructure connecting the laboratory SCADA and the MQTT queue is introduced.
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1
1.1

INTRODUCTION
Purpose of The Document

Large-scale integration of renewable energy sources (RES) changes the landscape of power systems.
Intermittency and reverse power flows from RES lead to new regulation issues both in transmission and
distribution levels. The potential benefits of energy storage systems (ESS) are widely recognised, for
integrating dispatchable RES and also enhancing power network stability. Different types of ESS could offer
their power/energy capacity in the balancing/energy market and provide various ancillary services in order
to support flexible operation of the power system also with high RES penetration levels. Reduced price and
increased flexibility bring profits via market participation, which attracts further investments for the
deployment of storage technology. A diversity of storage technologies is foreseen for the network
applications in the near future, but how to effectively coordinate a large number and different types of ESS
is still an open challenge.
The concept of virtual storage plant (VSP) is proposed in this context. VSP aggregates and coordinates
multiple ESS acting as a single storage unit from the perspective of the transmission system operator (TSO).
VSP can provide diversified frequency support, spanning over different time scales, both manually and
automatically, and maintain regional voltage profiles. Market participation of VSP is enabled through TSODSO cooperation.
This deliverable reports the first version of the VSP framework, including its main functionalities defined in
the High-Level Use Case (HLU) 5. The architecture of the VSP framework is defined based on the previous
deliverables in work package 7 (WP7) and according to the new progress and efforts of the consortium
partners. The VSP framework delivers five main functionalities, which are refined and treated in a formal
manner in this deliverable, and will be further validated using the network data and models from the
consortium countries. The preliminary setup for the laboratory-based demonstration is introduced, based
on which the initial demonstration results will be presented in the next deliverable of the WP7 task T7.3.

1.2

Structure of The Document

The structure of this deliverable comprises three sections addressing the development of the first version
of the VSP framework:
Section 2: Power Network Modelling and Performance Indices
This section introduces the current practice of operating distributed energy storage, which is used as a
baseline to evaluate the improved performance provided by the VSP framework. The typical uncertainties
in the power networks related to the RES patterns are identified, which will steer the case studies in the
later demonstration tasks. The performance indices assessing the voltage/frequency regulation results are
defined according to the practice of Hellenic Electricity Transmission System. At the end, the regional
power network models representing the four interconnected system (HOPS, NOSBIH, EMS, CGES) in SouthEast Europe is illustrated. The demonstration cluster at UNIZG will consider this multi-are network.
Section 3: VSP Architecture and Functionalities
This section covers the refined VSP architecture and functionalities based on recent advancement achieved
by relevant partners. The VSP aggregates a large number of diverse distributed storage devices located
mainly, but not only, in the distribution level, which can be coordinated to provide system-level services,
i.e. frequency regulation and congestion management. The business models addressing the VSP
opportunity and schemes for market participation are discussed. The optimization algorithms enabling VSP
to participate into balancing markets through TSO-DSO coordination is presented as well.
Section 4: VSP Framework Implementation
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The demonstration setup in the SGLab of UNIZG is illustrated. A hardware-in-the-loop and real-time
simulation scheme incorporating both the laboratory physical network and 4 TSO networks will be
established. Case studies covering Use Case (UC) 2 to UC4 are described. The communication infrastructure
connecting the storage assets in the SGLab is introduced, which facilitates the control of the storage units in
a distributed manner, as envisaged by the devised distributed control algorithms. Lastly, the role and the
interface of the VSP framework within the CROSSBOW ecosystem in discussed.
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2

Power Network Modelling and Performance Indices

2.1

Practice of Operating Distributed Storage

VARTA is using centralized storage control to enable installations of multiple battery system units at one
grid connection point. In such a scenario, it is not feasible to operate these battery systems independently
of each other, because – if operated independently – each battery system unit actively controls the power
flow at the grid connection point. In an independent operation mode, there would therefore be multiple
controllers acting on the same physical property, which is a highly instable situation that can lead to
multiple sorts of unintended systematic behaviour. In an extreme case one battery system could be
charging while another one could be discharging, which would lead to energetic losses and ageing of
batteries, but would not have any positive effect on the electric grid.
To prevent such scenarios, VARTA makes use of one centralized control unit – the master control unit – per
such installation. This master control unit can either be one of the battery system units or a separate
control system. All battery systems except the master control unit act as worker units without an active
control system controlling the power flow at the grid connection point. The overall behaviour of such an
installation is as if there was only one large battery system installed. An installation consisting of multiple,
comparatively small battery system units, can however be more efficient (due to higher efficiency at partial
loads), less expensive (due to economies of scale) and more reliable (because there is no single point of
failure) than one large system.
The following subchapters will describe the overall architecture of this system, the realization of the control
strategy and resulting grid support capabilities.

2.1.1 VARTA VSP System Architecture
Figure 2.2.1 shows the architecture of installation consisting of multiple VARTA battery systems. One
system act as master control unit and determines the power required by the total battery installation at the
grid connection point. The power measurement at the grid connection point can be realized in different
ways, e.g. Modbus TCP, which all have in common that measured data must be received by the master
control unit. Worker unit do not have and need any knowledge about the total power flow at the grid
connection point.
The communication between master control unit and worker units is realized using the proprietary VARTA
Secure Remote Control Protocol (VSRCP), which has the following properties:
•

based on TCP/IP, so existing Ethernet installations can be reused and a very high number of worker
units can be addressed,

•

protected by the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) and a time-stamped, salted signature to
prevent fraudulent control of worker units, data manipulation, and data leakage,

•

automatic detection of connection loss and reconnection capabilities.

Depending on local legislation, all types of VARTA battery systems can be freely combined to form such
compound installations. Depending on the master control unit being used, an arbitrarily high number of
worker units can be managed, although typical installations do not exceed 5 worker units.
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Figure 2.2.1: Architecture of VARTA multiple battery system installation scheme

2.1.2 VARTA Control of Distributed Storage
The master control unit needs to determine at every point in time which total power shall be delivered to
the house installation. Typically, this is a fully automated process serving the various overarching use cases
that the battery systems are intended for:
•

Self-sufficiency optimization: The battery system will charge surplus energy generated at the house
installation and discharge whenever there is a lack of local energy. As a result, the power exchange
at the grid connection point is minimized.

•

Peak-shaving: The battery system will charge based on certain rules, i.e. whenever there is surplus
energy, and discharge to prevent peaks of power draw from the grid. As a result, peaks of power
draw from the grid are prevented while also decreasing – but not minimizing – the power exchange
at the grid connection point.

•

Frequency control: The battery system is charged and discharged based on the frequency of the
electric grid measured at the local installation. In such scenarios, the battery system is typically
connected to an aggregator aggregating multiple sources of frequency control, and remoteconfigured to participate in frequency control campaigns organized by this aggregator.

In any case, this overarching control scheme yields Ptarget, the total power to be delivered by the complete
battery system installation. In the next step, Ptarget is to be distributed to the worker units in a way which
optimizes several parameters:
•

Maximization of overall efficiency

•

Minimization of spreading of battery state of charge
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•

Minimization of switches between standby and operational states.

•

Minimization of spreading of battery state of health

This optimization is performed by assigning a cost function to each of these properties. This cost function is
calculated every n second (typically n ≈ 10) and a resulting score is assigned to each worker unit, where
higher scores are associated with that worker unit being more favourable to be used. The list of worker
units is then ordered by decreasing score.
After each step of the overarching control scheme, the master control unit selects that number of topscored worker units which are capable to provide the required load in the most energy-efficient way. This
efficiency-optimization is based on heuristic rules, which are themselves based on field and laboratory
experience and efficiency measurements.
In case of failure of individual worker units, the master control unit automatically selects additional, nextbest-scored worker units.
Figure 2.2.2 shows the response of two battery systems controlled this way on one common grid
connection point. Both master control unit and one worker unit are realized by the storage system labelled
“Pulse neo”. “Pulse” is operating as a pure worker unit.
At around 2.5 s into the measurement, the power flow at the grid connection point is changed because a
consumption of around 3 kW is activated. As a response, both worker units are activated from their
respective standby states (this takes around 5 s) and then balance the load to realize a power flow at the
grid connection point which is as close as possible to 0. After around 32 s, the consumption is deactivated
and both worker units are controlled to stop discharging within around 2 s.
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Figure 2.2.2: Response of master control unit and two worker units (“Storage Pulse neo” and
“Storage Pulse”) on a step change of external power flow (“Total Power”) and load is positive.
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Figure 2.2.3 shows data acquired in a similar way but with multiple changes of the power flow at the
common grid connection point. As can be seen, in all cases the master control unit controls both worker
units such that a power flow at the grid connection point as close as possible is achieved.
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Figure 2.2.3: Response of master control unit and two worker units (“Storage Pulse neo” and
“Storage Pulse”) on multiple step changes of external power flow (“Total Power”) and load is
positive

2.1.3 VARTA Distributed Storage Grid Support Capabilities
For grid support, functionalities such as voltage support, frequency support and Fault Ride Through (FRT)
capability, developed in conformity with the relevant standards (such as German and European standards)
will be presented in this section.
The Responsibility of the storage system is to continuously monitor the grid locally. The storage system
controls the active power output in order to maintain the frequency and voltage at the connection point
stable. Grid support capabilities of the storage system are mostly the responsibility of inverter and it is
considered common practice to implement these functions at a lower control level. One of the reasons, and
probably the most important one, is the fast response rate to any variation in source or demand.
Furthermore, this structure ensures that higher controlling units of these complex systems are free of the
excess burden of mandatory grid support processes. In literature, this control is usually referred to as the
primary control level of the storage system and is considered to be the first step in the regulation. Inverter
must therefore be capable to collect local data and also transmission of information to the upper control
level, such as voltage and frequency measurements and active and reactive power produced by the
inverter. This exchange of data helps the higher control unit to perform self-optimisation, frequency control
and other user cases for the energy storage systems.
There have been quite a few changes in the last year regarding the grid-codes in EU. It is noticeable that
they are taking a direction more favoured by the VSP and other intelligent power system solutions in
general. One of the recent changes is that the interface points of the storage systems to the outside system
are now better defined and in some grid codes also mandatory for both low and medium voltage level. One
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example would be the new Italian grid code CEI-021:2019-04 where an active power set point control is
required for all storage systems installed into power plants with aggregated installed power over 11,08 kW
and therefore already enabling the storage systems to be controlled not only as a single unit but also as a
part of a bigger system such as VSP. This functionality is handled by the system master control unit where
the information is transmitted between systems via a standard communication protocol such as
Modbus/TCP. Function influences the master control regulation algorithm directly. Regulatory
requirements for this function are a bit more generous in comparison to the grid support functions located
on the inverter level. Required active power set-point control response time is in this case under 1 minute
where for example the require P(f) droop control response time is at around 1 second.
Methods, required by the grid-codes in EU, of controlling energy storage inverters for grid support are:
1. Active power injection for supporting the grid frequency (P(f) droop control method)
2. Reactive power injection for supporting the grid voltage (Q(U) droop control method, fixed powerfactor control and fixed reactive power).
3. FRT capabilities of the system for bypassing short-time grid disturbances in order to, once again,
improve the grid stability.
In the following text the above capabilities of the system will be introduced as defined by the actual gridcodes. The inverter must accurately determine the reference value for the voltage and frequency to
provide optimum grid support. Also, if required by let´s say primary or secondary frequency control (which
are not to be mistaken with the P(f) droop control described underneath), inverter must take into account
the calculated deviation in frequency (∆f) or voltage (∆V), originating from the master control unit in order
to set power set-point correctly. Furthermore, it must be noted that the grid support functions, defined by
the grid-codes, have a higher priority over other user defined functions.
P(f) droop function will be active outside of the normal operating mode in which the frequency deviates
from the nominal value. The usual frequency threshold is defined at around 50±0.2Hz. In the primary
control, the frequency of the system is monitored. If the frequency of the system exceeds the 50+0.2Hz
limit, the storage system must begin to take from or inject power into the system to support stable
operation of power. Once the frequency perturbation ends and the frequency derivative are terminated,
the inverter has to limit the change of active power set-point received by the master control for certain
amount of time, usually for 10 minutes but can wary between the grid-codes. P(f) droop control is shown in
the Figure 2.2.

Figure2.2 Active power injection by frequency deviation defined by the German grid-code VDE AR N
4105:2018-11
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The voltage at grid connection point can be controlled, among other strategies, by setting the storage
system to inject a certain amount of reactive power (inductive or capacitive) in the grid. This can be
achieved either by setting a fixed reactive power level, a fixed power factor or by varying the reactive
power injection depending on a measured voltage value. For the sections of the grid, where voltage
deviations up to circa ±10% are frequent, it is recommended to inject the reactive power in dependence to
the voltage. The voltage measurement may be done locally at the inverter connection point or the remote
grid connection point. Using remote sensing implies additional measurement equipment in the grid
connection point and eventually communication devices which may be costly. A cheaper alternative is the
open loop Q(U) control algorithm in where each inverter measures its own terminal voltage and calculates
the corresponding reactive power contribution. In the Figure 2.3 Q(U) droop characteristics is presented.
Usual values for 𝑈1 and 𝑈4 are 0,93𝑈𝑛 and 1,07𝑈𝑛 respectively, but may vary depending on the grid-code.
These parameters can be adjusted manually over the system interface.

Figure 2.3. Reactive power regulation characteristic Q(U): activation thresholds and maximum reactive
contribution required (Q/Pn > 0 means a reactive behaviour of the storage system equivalent to a
capacitive absorption)

2.2

Power Network Uncertainties and Frequency/Voltage Sensitivity Indices

2.2.1 Uncertainties in the Power System Operation
Power demand is subject to fluctuations on a seasonal basis, across the week, and during the day. Demand
can also be influenced by irregular events, such as particularly extreme weather conditions. They can also
be swayed by external effects such as strikes, televised events, etc. In spite of these variability, these
demand peaks and troughs can be met with the combination of different types of RES generation,
according to their different characteristics and availability.
Within this section, COBRA, as RES plant operator, has analyzed the seasonal and daily demand variation, as
well as the temporal and spatial variation in production and availability of RES, in the country where is
located the test laboratory (Greece).
2.2.1.1

Seasonal demand variation analysis

This section outlines how demand for electricity in Greece differs between a summer’s day and a winter’s
day. Hourly generation data for Greece is available from the national grid via ADMIE (TSO).
Typically, demand is higher in the summer than in the winter. The differences between “peak” and “offpeak” demands in the summer are usually lower when compared to demands of the winter. Especially in
winter, demand for electricity tends to fluctuate over the course of the day (mainly determined by human
activity).
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Figure 2.4, which compares demand profiles on a winter’s day and a summer’s day, shows a similar trend,
with local maximums at 10 a.m. and at 9 p.m., but with the summer’s day showing a higher demand for all
of the 24-hour period.

Figure 2.4 Winter and summer daily demand in Greece. Source: ADMIE

Daily demand variation
As expected, electricity demand is usually lower during the night hours, with little domestic or commercial
consumption. In both seasons, there is a visible surge in demand in the morning, when people wake-up and
begin using electrical devices, but this surge increases more rapidly over a shorter space of time during the
winter.
Demand continues to rise but then starts to stabilize at around 11 a.m. as offices and shops open and
electrical equipment such as computers are increasingly utilized.
In the winter a second surge then occurs later in the day, at 5:30 p.m., as school children begin to return
home and the working day starts to come to an end. As people return home, they will be turning on
electrical equipment – lighting, televisions, and kettles and begin to start cooking dinner. Demand then
begins to fall and drops off as people begin to retire to bed.
This evening surge is less evident in summer, as people return home when it is still light. As well as evening
domestic electricity use being lower in the summer, any use at home in the evening will be counteracted by
the switching off of air conditioning units in shops and offices.
2.2.1.2

Availability of RES

To satisfy this demand according to the trends exposed above, a combination of RES technologies and
storage systems is required.
PV and Wind generation are utilized whenever it is available; however, its intermittency due to its reliance
on weather conditions (wind speed and irradiation) means its output varies i.e.: summer months are
typically less windy, but sunnier). Figure 2.5 shows how PV and Wind can balance their daily generation.
Regardless of this complementarity, a Hybrid Plant with only PV and Wind cannot provide a firm and
dispatchable output, so storage and/or dispatchable units must be added.
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Figure 2.5. Example of PV + Wind generation (PV 175MW and Wind 175MW)

Figure below illustrates the monthly variability of the wind speed (m/s) and the global horizontal irradiation
in a region at the south of Greece. These values have been graphed (making use of a box and whisker plot).
As reminder, in a box and whisker plot [1]:
•

The ends of the box are the upper and lower quartiles (25% Q1 and 75% Q3 of the data), so the box
spans the interquartile range (dark grey);

•

The median is marked by a vertical line inside the box (in blue Q2);

•

The whiskers are the two lines outside the box that extend to the highest and lowest observations
(light grey).
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Figure 2.6. Monthly GHI (up) and Wind Resource in Greece: Q1, Q2, Q3, maximum and minimum

According to the previous graphs, certain complementarity between the Global Horizontal Irradiation (GHI)
and the wind speed can be seen. However, as indicated above, this complementarity is not sufficient to
ensure a fully firm electricity production with RES.
In order to solve these intermittencies, storage units must be used. For instance, Pumped Hydro Storage
(PHS) and/or Redox or Li-ion batteries have a generation extremely responsive, and can be used to meet
demand peaks. In addition, dispatchable RES units (biomass and biogas generation), which are more
flexible, can be adjusted according to the level of demand and price.
COBRA has analyzed several hybrid plants combining these technologies. Within this document, it is
analyzed how firmness, dispatchability, curtailment and levelized cost of electricity vary depending on the
combination of these RES and storage units [1].
2.2.1.3

Predictable patterns

Finally, in the pictures below it is graphed (making use of a box and whisker plot) the season and monthly
variation of the electricity consumption in Greece, the dependence between demand and ambient
temperature and the analysis between weekdays and weekends.
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Figure 2.7. Monthly electricity demand in Greece: Q1, Q2, Q3, maximum and minimum

Figure above shows that higher demand occurs during the summer months (June, July and August), but also
during the winter months (December, January and February). On the contrary, during spring and autumn
the electricity consumption decreases considerably.
The light gray areas (min-Q1) and (Q3-max) represent the abundant uncertainty that exists around the
electricity demand. Conversely, the dark gray, which composes the quantiles Q1-Q3, is much narrower and
therefore much more predictable.
Figure 2.8 highlights the fact that ambient air temperature is a highly influential factor that determines the
total and peak demand in a country, as the months with extreme temperatures (on average) correspond
with the months with maximum electricity demand.

Figure 2.8. Monthly ambient temperature in Greece: Q1, Q2, Q3, maximum and minimum
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In addition, within Figure 2.9 it is plotted the probability density of the electricity demand, depending on
the season of the year. It can be seen the median value (in blue), as well has the two main quartiles Q1 and
Q3, which represent the 25% of the total data and the 75%, respectively.

Figure 2.9 Seasonal electricity demand in Greece: Q1, Q2, Q3, maximum and minimum

Finally, it can be seen in Figure 2.10 how the electricity demand changes depending on the day of the week.
Taking into account the 8760 data of the time-series provided by ADMIE, it can be established that the
electricity demand definitively drops at the weekend, especially on Sundays.

Figure 2.10. Weekly electricity demand in Greece: Q1, Q2, Q3, maximum and minimum

In conclusion, after the analysis performed, it can be determined that changes in electricity demand levels
are generally predictable and have daily, weekly, and seasonal patterns.
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•

Daily patterns: Demand levels rise throughout the day and have local maximums at 10a.m. and at
9p.m. on weekdays.

•

Weekly patterns: Demand levels are generally lowest on weekends.

•

Seasonal patterns: Demand levels during the summer and winter months tend to be higher than
demand levels during the fall and spring seasons.

2.2.2 Performance Indices for Network Operations
The purpose of this section is to describe the main performance indices of the Hellenic Electricity
Transmission System and to present some data and statistical results from its systematic monitoring for
2018. The whole process is based on the data of Hellenic Regulatory Authority of Energy (RAE) [5].
The backbone of the Hellenic Electricity Transmission System consists of three, double-circuit 400 kV lines,
which transmit electricity mainly from Western Macedonia where 70% of the country's generation capacity
is located, to the major electricity demand centers of Central and Southern Greece where 65% of the
country's electricity demand resides.
The Hellenic Electricity Transmission System consists of additional 400 kV and 150 kV lines, as well as of 150
kV submarine cables, which interconnect Andros and the Western Greece islands, Corfu, Lefkada,
Cephaloniia and Zakynthos and a 66kV submarine cable connecting Corfu to Igoumenitsa.
By 30th June 2012, the Hellenic Electricity Transmission System was comprised of 11.303 km of
Transmission lines as shown on the table 1 below [18].
Figure 2.11. Transmission Lines (km)

400kV D.C. 400kV 150 kV 66 kV TOTAL
OVERHEAD

2.628

107

8.127

39

10.901

SUBMARINE

160

140

15

315

UNDERGROUND 4

-

82

1

87

TOTAL

267

8.349

55

11.303

2.632

By 30th June 2012, at the 291 Substations of the Hellenic Electricity Transmission System, 619 Transformers
with a total installed capacity of 50.749 MVA were installed.
Monitoring the performance of the Transmission System Operation in terms of safety, availability and
quality of service to users is one of the major issues of Transmission System Operators [19]-[21].
The Independent Power Transmission Operator (IPTO or ADMIE) S.A. undertakes the role of Transmission
System Operator for the Hellenic Electricity Transmission System and as such performs the duties of System
operation maintenance and development so as to ensure Greece’s electricity supply in a safe, efficient and
reliable manner [18].
General Characteristics
Transmission system availability is the proportion of time a transmission circuit was available during the
calendar year. A circuit is defined as the overhead line, cable, transformer or any combination of these that
connects two bus bars together or connects the transmission system to another system [18]-[22].
Transmission system availability is reduced when a circuit is taken out of service, either for planned or
unplanned purposes. Planned outages are necessary to facilitate new user connections, network
development and maintenance of network assets necessary to deliver acceptable levels of system security
and reliability. These are outages planned with at least seven days’ notice. Unplanned outages can be a
result of equipment failure or a fault caused by adverse weather etc. These are outages required
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immediately or planned with less than seven days’ notice [1-5]. Further information relating to the above
issues are provided by ADMIE S.A. [18] and [22]-[25].
Performance Indices Network Definitions [23]
(a) Circuit Availability Index-CAI
The Circuit Availability Index-CAI (CAI) can be defined by the following formula:
CAI = 1 −

∑i=N
i=1 (Duration of Outage (i) in Minutes)∙(Length of Circuits (i))
j=M

(Minutes in a Year)∙∑j=1 (Length of Circuits (j))

(2.1)

where Ν is the total number of circuits (at that voltage level) for which outages occurred and M is the total
number of circuits at that voltage level. According to the ADMIES S.A. the CAI was (in 2018 [23]):
Availability of Interconnections, CAI = 99.9%; Voltage Level of 150kV (except interconnections), CAI =
99.6%; Voltage Level of 400kV (except interconnections), CAI = 99.6%.
(b) Transformer Availability Index
The Transformer Availability Index (TAI) can be defined by the following formula:
TAI = 1 −

∑i=N
i=1 (Duration of Outage (i) in Minutes)∙(MVA of Transformer (i))
j=M

(Minutes in a Year)∙∑j=1 (MVA of Transformer (j))

(2.2)

where Ν is the total number of transformers (at that voltage level) for which outages occurred and M is the
total number of transformers at that voltage level.
According to the ADMIES S.A. the TAI was (in 2018 [23]): TAI=99.8%.
System availability is reduced whenever a circuit is taken out of operation for either planned purposes or as
a result of a fault. Planned outages are required for system construction and new user connections in
addition to the maintenance necessary to retain a high level of system reliability to ensure that license
standards of security are met. The TSA is calculated by the formula:
(∑ Hours each Circuit is Available)

TSA = (Numbers of Circuits)∙(Hours in Period) ∙ 100%

(2.3)

According to the ADMIE S.A. it was observed in 2018 that [23]: the number of circuits in 2018 was 610 and
the TSA=99.7% (in 2017 was 99.07% respectively).
(c) Energy Not Supplied
The Energy Not Supplied denotes the energy cut from the electricity system due to service interruptions
due to incidents in the electricity system transmission. It is measured in MWh.
In 2018, it was estimated to be 1852 MWh of which 1701 MWh was due to faults.
(d) Reliability Supply Index
The Reliability Supply Index (RSI) is calculated by the formula:
RSI = [1 − (Total

(Estimated Unsupplied Energy)
]∙
Energy that would have been Supplied by the Transmission System)

100% (2.4)

The overall Reliability of Supply for the Hellenic Transmission System during 2017-18 was: 99.99%.
(e) System Minutes Index - SMI
The System Minute is a measure of the energy not supplied for a disturbance. The metric takes account of
the load lost (MW), duration of disconnection (Minutes) and peak system demand (MW), to allow for
historical comparison.
The SMI is calculated by the following formula:
SMI =
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For 2018, the Power Peak of the System was 8540 MW, the unserved Energy was 350 MWh, the Duration
of it was 6 hours and 30 minutes and finally the SMI was 2.46 [23].
(f) Frequency Deviation Index – FDI
According to the ADMIE S.A. the absolute maximum mean value of frequency deviation was measured at
03:00 p.m., and was (in 7/4/2018, [23]): FDI=57mHz.

2.3

The 4 TSO Network Models in South East Europe

The power networks of the four countries (e.g. Montenegro, Croatia, Serbia and Bosnia and Herzegovina) in
the South East Europe is considered in this report. The equivalent transmission network model of this
region is presented in Figure 2.12, which consists of 152 buses, 30 generators, 12 renewable generation
integration points, 12 DSM assets and 17 cross-border tie lines [26].

Figure 2.12 CROSSBOW Equivalent Transmission Network [26]

The parameters of the 17 cross-border tie-lines is shown in Table 2.1. Table 2.2 gives the nominal power
and inertia constants of the synchronous generators in each TSO network.
Table 2.1 Parameters of the Cross-Border Tie Lines [26]
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Number of
Tie Lines

Name of Tie
Lines

Terminal Bus of
Tie Lines

Corresponding
Area

1

XTR_PE21

143BX

NOSBiH

1.655+j*9.027

150BX

CGES

3.4+j*18.53

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

XTR_PG11

XSA_PI21

XVI_VA21

XUG_SM11

XUG_ER11

XTU_DA21

XGR_DA21

XPR_MR21

XPR_ME21

XMO_KO11

XMO_ZA21

XTR_PL21

XPL_BB21

XPL_PO21

XRI_PE11

XER_SM11

Line Parameters
(Impedance in ohm)

138BX

CGES

0.732+j*7.046

149BX

NOSBiH

2.315+j*22.303

133BX

NOSBiH

1.796+j*20.836

29GMX

CGES

0.621+j*4.569

121BX

NOSBiH

1.447+j*7.894

100BX

EMS

0.724+j*3.945

20GBX

EMS

1.408+j*16.32

67BX

NOSBiH

1.153+j*12.594

20GBX

HOPS

1.472+j*14.800

37BX

NOSBiH

1.570+j*17.010

18GBX

HOPS

5.203+j*27.215

55BX

NOSBiH

3.690+j*18.950

118BX

HOPS

1.355+j*7.066

55BX

NOSBiH

1.77+j*9.17

128BX

NOSBiH

Out of service

48BX

HOPS

Out of service

128BX

HOPS

2.405+j*12.555

42BX

NOSBiH

2.27+j*11.48

135BX

HOPS

1.328+j*13.456

46BX

NOSBiH

1.75++j*17.71

139BX

HOPS

3.993+j*20.860

5GCX

NOSBiH

3.79+j*19.79

143BX

HOPS

0.745+j*2.464

56BX

NOSBiH

0.43+j*2.28

30GMX

EMS

1.256+j*6.673

90BX

CGES

3.896+j*20.606

30GMX

EMS

1.128+j*6.148

92BX

CGES

3.685+j*20.069

145BX

EMS

1.54+j*18.107

104BX

CGES

1.199+j*13.583

37BX

EMS

1.46+j*15.17

67BX

HOPS

1.459+j*15.173

Measured
Beanch
LN-XTR_PE20HPERU2-1
LN-XTR_PG10PODG21-2
LN-XSA_PI20HPIVA2-1
LN-XVI_VA2JVARDI2-1
LN-JSMIT21XUG_SM1-1
LN-HERNES1XUG_ER1-1
LN-HDAKOV2XTU_DA2-1
LN-HDAKOV2XGR_DA2-1

LN-HMEDUR2XPR_ME2-1
LN-HKONJS1XMO_KO1-1
LN-HZAKUC2XMO_ZA2-1
LN-HPLAT 2XTR_PL2-1
LN-XPL_BB20TPLJE2-1
LN-XPL_PO20TPLJE2-1
LN-XRI_PE10RIBAR1-1
LN-JSMIT21XER_SM1-1

Table 2.2 Parameters of the Generators [26]
Area

Generator Bus
Number

Generator Nominal
Apparent Power

Inertia Constant

CGES

29GMX

1000 MVA

10
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Area

HOPS

EMS

NOSBIH
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Generator Bus
Number

Generator Nominal
Apparent Power

Inertia Constant

30GMX

1000 MVA

10

6GC

1000 MVA

10

4GC

1000 MVA

10

3GC

1000 MVA

10

1GC

1000 MVA

10

2GC

1000 MVA

10

5GCX

1000 MVA

10

12GS

438.4 MVA

20

14GS

108 MVA

10

7GS

1203.33 MVA

10

13GS

630 MVA

10

8GS

820 MVA

20

11GS

756 MVA

20

9GS

1243 MVA

10

10GS

1527.5 MVA

20

16GS

865.9 MVA

10

15GS

798 MVA

20

28GB

310 MVA

30

22GB

345 MVA

20

26GB

353 MVA

10

20GBX

353 MVA

10

17GB

353 MVA

10

25GB

128 MVA

10

24GB

225 MVA

10

21GB

270.5 MVA

10

18GB

470.6 MVA

20

19GB

253.3 MVA

10

27GB

480 MVA

20

23GB

180 MVA

20

(s)
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3

VSP Architecture and Functionalities

3.1

VSP Architecture

A two-layer hierarchical structure is designed for the VSP frameworks, which coordinates a diversity of
storage units in a wide geographical region covering both transmission and distribution levels. The
hierarchical control structure is illustrated in the diagram in Figure 3.1 illustrated by the standard IEEE test
networks as examples (IEEE 39-bus system as an interconnected transmission network and the IEEE 13node test feeder as a distribution network).
In the lower (distribution) level, the small-scale storage units can be coordinated to supply the local loads,
regulate the local voltage, or act as a single storage unit with compatible capacity from the transmission
system perspective. Such aggregated storage systems can be further coordinated with other large-scale
storage units (e.g. PHS and CAES), delivering transmission system level services such as frequency
regulation and congestion relief of cross-border lines.
Area 2

Area 3

8

Interconnected
point

37
10

25

26

29

28

30

38

2

Aggregated ESS

9

Aggregated ESS

1

Battery

27
24

18

PV
17

16
3

6

1

15

35

4

39

14

Aggregated ESS

5

7
31
2

Battery

12

6

19

23

13

11

20
36

10

34

8
9

22

21

32

Area 1

3

33

7

Flywheel

Supercapacitor

5

4

PHS

IEEE 39 New England network

IEEE 13 node test feeder

Figure 3.1 VSP architecture illustrated considering standard IEEE networks

The hierarchical VSP control architecture has two important features. Firstly, it can incorporate arbitrary
types and numbers of storage units at different levels, whose aggregation is capable of contributing to the
frequency regulation and congestion management in the transmission network. Secondly, the storage
systems communicate in a distributed manner, i.e. a storage system can only communicate with its
neighbours, without the need of sharing sensitive information with a central entity. Distributed control is
well-known for its reliability and robustness; compared to the typical centralized communication,
distributed control offers a cost-effective way to organize a large number of storage units considering
massive storage integration (especially residential ones) in the future. For example, a storage unit located
in a remote rural area only needs to communicate to its neighbours (determined according to the
geographical distances to this storage unit), and thus placing a long communication line to the control
centre can be avoided.

3.2

VSP Functionalities

The functionalities determined in HLU 5 are described in the following sections.
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3.2.1 Consensus and Voltage Regulation (UC3) in Distribution Network
3.2.1.1

Active power sharing and SOC recovery

It is important that the storage units can fairly share the required active power according to their capacity.
The droop-based method has been widely used in power networks and microgrids for this goal. More
recently, consensus-based methods draw increased attention, because of the improved solution that
consensus methods with distributed communication can yield with respect to droop methods with
decentralized communication [27]-[28]. Algorithms for consensus tracking is employed here to coordinate
storage in the distribution level, making the storage units act as a single large storage unit and share the
specified power commands.
For the lower-level storage controls shown in Figure 3.2, in general, the voltage-source inverter (VSI)
interfacing the DC side of storage to the AC network uses the typical vector control scheme [29], which
results in a decupled active power and reactive power regulation. The closed-loop dynamics of the PQ
control loops is equivalent to a first-order lag system by using two PI controllers generating firing signals for
the power electronics as in Figure 3.2. Since its time constant is much smaller than those of synchronous
machines, the dynamics of storage power tracking is omitted from the perspective of network-level
operation, and the storage unit is modelled as a second-order system including the storage active power
and State-of-Charge (SOC) states. This general storage model is also employed in [30] and verified in
realistic simulation environment in real time[30]; in this work, detailed electrical battery model is
considered and integrated into the IEEE 57-bus system for demonstrations, which show that such simplified
storage dynamics can be used for controller synthesis in large-scale power system applications [30]-[32].
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Figure 3.2 Low-level VSI Controls for a Storage Unit

To share the active power and balance SOC, consensus algorithms are used by considering a multi-agent
system (MAS) framework consisting of multiple storage units (each storage is regarded as an agent).
However, most of existing studies assume the storage units are identical, and thus the consensus
algorithms for identical linear systems are be employed [37]. Unfortunately, such assumption does not hold
in real networks connecting different types and capacities of storage technologies. Hence, the difference
between individual agents cannot be neglected in the design to suitable control laws achieving
synchronization [33].
The problem of synchronization (consensus) for non-identical or heterogeneous linear agents are
addressed in the control community. The references [38] – [40] provide the theoretical foundation to
achieve power sharing and SOC balance in this report. Typically, output regulation with internal model
principle is the approach for the synchronization of linear heterogenous agents. This task can be achieved
separately in two steps: first, reaching consensus of the internal model which is homogeneous for each
agent, then feedback control is designed for the agents with different dynamics to track this internal model.
Some of the agents having access to the external reference work as leaders. In this section, the consensus
tracking method mentioned in [41] is used for the synchronization of identical internal model with bounded
input in the first step.
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As in Figure 3.3, the storage units with different power and energy capacities are connected at the
distribution level, illustrated in the IEEE-node test feeder [42] which is widely used in the literatures to test
the response of distributed storage [35]. The original test feeder is commonly used to simulate small and
unbalanced distribution network, so modifications are made to have symmetric loads for each phase.
Battery storage is considered here and modelled in DigSILENT. The SOC is restricted between 0.2 to 0.8,
such that the internal resistance of the battery is nearly constant while the internal voltage linearly
depends on the SOC. The cells in series determine the terminal voltage and the cells in parallel determine
the energy capacity of the unit. The parameters of the storage are randomly selected and given in Table
3.1; the power capacity of individual storage is scaled to be compatible with the network, while the number
of units in serial is selected to ensure the DC-side voltage is higher than the AC side, such that the
modulation index is within acceptable range for the power electronic converters [29]. Note that the 4
storage units communicate in a distributed fashion as in Figure 3.1, and D_ES1 is selected as leader who
receive high-level commands from the transmission level.

Figure 3.3 Distribution Network Model in DigSILENT

Table 3.1 Parameters of the Storage Units in Distribution Level
Storage Unit
Nominal Power
Number of parallel cells Number of serial cells
D_ES1

8 MW

20

500

D_ES2

10 MW

30

500

D_ES3

12 MW

40

500

D_ES4

15 MW

60

500

Three simulation scenarios are considered to prove the developed power sharing and SOC balancing
method in DigSILENT. In the first scenarios, four storage units are controlled to deliver a fixed amount of
power. This scenario can possibly correspond to the central dispatch from STO-CC, who decides the
setpoints of large-scale storage in tertiary frequency control. As shown in Figure 3.4, the storage units
equally share this required power (which is assumed to be half of the aggregated power capacity of all
storage units) according to their capacity, so each storage outputs 0.5 p.u. of its energy rating.
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In Scenario 2 (Figure 3.5), the leader (D-ESS1) measures the power injection at the interconnection point
(negative means export to the main grid). The distributed storage units are regulated to fulfil the local loads
and export a fixed amount of power (10 MW) to the main grid. After the use of storage, in the third
scenario (Figure 3.6), the energy level of individual is brought back to the initial value and ready for the next
round of usage.

Figure 3.4 Scenario 1: Distributed storage units tracking a fixed power setpoint

Figure 3.5 Scenario 2: Power injection at interconnection point is fixed by distributed storage units
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Figure 3.6 Scenario 3: Storage SOCs are brought back to the specified values

3.2.1.2

Voltage Regulation (UC3)

The coordinated voltage regulation (UC3) of distributed storage units is illustrated in the distribution
network, in which the storage units are coordinated to regulate voltage at certain nodes instructed by the
transmission network. The objective of distributed ESS is to provide dynamic voltage support while assisting
distribution networks to track control set-points. That is formulated by an optimisation problem to
minimise the real-time voltage-tracking mismatch while considering locally physical constraints. A novel
control scheme is proposed that can seamlessly integrate both distributed implementation and robust
designs to coordinate ESS providing voltage regulation. The proposed solution improves over existing
distributed approaches by adopting an online convex optimisation framework and therefore it can
dynamically adapt to varying system operating conditions [43].

Figure 3.7 IEEE 123-node Test Feeder [42]
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The proposed distributed optimization is verified in the IEEE 123-node test feeder [42] where 100
residential ESS (1.2 kW) and 3 commercial PV generation (60 kW) are installed. The initial voltage set-point
is chosen to be 1 p.u. of each node which could be varying according to current network conditions and the
minimal/maximum voltage deviation is set as to be +-5%. In each case, a subset of nodes is randomly
selected to install PV panels (12 kW rating) and ESS (3 kW rating). The distribution network is supposed to
connect to the transmission network through 3 interfaces, i.e. Node 150, Node 31 and Node 60. As given in
Figure 3.7, the load and PV profiles are obtained from [44] and scaled to kW in this case.

(a) load and PV profile

(c) decentralized control

(b) no voltage control

(d) proposed distributed control

Figure 3.8 Results of voltage magnitude updates in the IEEE 123-node system

The results of the voltage magnitude update at each node including the interfaces are illustrated in Figure
3.8 based on different approaches including no voltage control, the decentralised control and the proposed
solution. For a benchmark case of no voltage control, it clearly implies that the voltage magnitude would
exceed the voltage limit (e.g., Figure 3.8 (a)) during the high PV generation period. In addition, without
broad information, the fully decentralised approach cannot exactly regulate the voltages of all nodes within
the acceptable range, whereas the proposed solution can effectively provide voltage regulation (e.g., Figure
3.8 (b) - Figure 3.8 (c)).

3.2.2 Frequency Regulation (UC2) and Congestion Relief (UC4) in Transmission Network
In the transmission network, a unified framework is developed for frequency regulations (UC2) while
reduce the tie-line flows (UC4) by coordinating storage systems connected to the networks. Considering the
hierarchical architecture with two layers introduced in Section 2.4, the storage systems can be PHS, CASE
and also aggregated storage systems formed by a large number of residential batteries units at the
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distribution network. Section 2.5.1.1 illustrates the approach to coordinate multiple storage units in the
distribution level. The power commands issued to the aggregated storage system will be shared by the
storage units in the distribution level. At the transmission level, the power commands for each large-scale
storage system and the aggregated storage are calculated to deliverable ancillary services to the power
network, and this is addressed as follows.
Considering a general power network including multiple areas connected through tie-lines (e.g. the 4 TSO
models presented in section 2.3, and Figure 3.9 further highlights their interconnections). Within each area,
the frequency dynamics of the power network are described by the swing equation, in which the frequency
deviations are determined by the active power balance among the lumped generator, the load and the
inter-area power transfers [45]. The tie-line flow is determined by the angle differences between its two
ends. We assumed a unified voltage profile at the nominal values and ignore the line resistance, and thus
the reactive power flows are ignored. The diagram of the simplified frequency dynamics is given in Figure
3.10.
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Figure 3.10 Dynamic Model for Each Area

All the signals are represented by the small deviations along the operating point. Since the response of the
turbine is much slower than the governor, only the turbine dynamics is considered. To calculate the
equivalent inertia and droop coefficient for the lumped generator, we assume that all generators have
identical droop gains 0.05, which means that 5% changes in frequency will results in 100% change in the
turbine mechanical power [46]. According to the generator parameters in Table 2.2, the equivalent inertia
constant 𝐻eq_i and droop coefficient 𝑅eq_i for the area i is given in (2.1) and (2.2) [45]:
∑𝒋𝝐𝓖 𝑺𝒋 ∙𝑯𝒋
𝒊

𝑯𝐞𝐪,𝐢 =
𝑹𝐞𝐪,𝐢 =

𝑺𝐛𝐚𝐬𝐞

∑𝒋𝝐𝓖 𝑺𝒋 ∙𝑹𝒋
𝒊
𝑺𝐛𝐚𝐬𝐞

(3.1)
(3.2)

where 𝑆𝑗 and 𝐻𝑗 are the apparent power and inertial constant for ∀ 𝑗𝜖𝒢𝑖 , and 𝒢𝑖 is the set of generators in
area i.
The interconnected power network model be represented as a general liner state-space model with
disturbance inputs:
𝑥̇ = 𝐴𝑥 + 𝐵𝑢 + 𝐵d 𝑢d

(2.3a)

𝑦 = 𝐶𝑥

(2.3b)

The state vector 𝑥 ∈ 𝑅 𝑛 , in which the states x are consisted of the turbine mechanical power ∆𝑃mi , the
network frequency ∆𝑓i, and the tie line flows ∆𝑃tie,j (for ∀𝑗 ∈ ℒ, which is the set of all cross-border tie lines)
in all the areas. The control inputs are the active power output of the storage units ∆𝑃sj , for ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝒮, which
is the set of all storage in the considered areas. We assume that the frequencies of different areas and all
the tie-line flows can be measured in 𝑦. The disturbances 𝑢d are the load changes ∆𝑃li in each area, which
is modelled as a linear system with its own state [48],
𝑧̇d = 𝐹𝑧d

(2.4a)

𝑢d = 𝛩𝑧d

(2.4b)

The load changes are assumed to be persistent disturbances, so 𝐹 = 0, 𝛩 = 0 [48]. The disturbance model
(2.4) is augmented with the system model (2.3) and form the augmented system as,
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(2.5b)
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Based on the augmented system model (2.5), a Luenberger observer is developed to estimate the original
system states and disturbances.
Two centralized controllers are developed at this stage to test the response of storage coordination at the
transmission level (i.e. the higher hierarchy). The controllers are developed based on the algorithm using
general state feedback with fixed gains and those optimization-based algorithms incorporating physical
constraints of the whole systems. The stabilization of the network frequencies and tie-line flows after some
disturbance are compared among the developed controllers with respect to the baseline, in which no
storage response is included.
The first algorithm applied is the disturbance accommodating control (DAC) [48]. The unknown persistent
disturbance (as in 2.3) will deteriorate the control performance unless the controller can be designed to
counteract such disturbances. The basic idea of DAC is the augmentation of the usual state-estimator-based
controller to recreate disturbance states via the assumed model. The disturbance states are used as part of
the feedback control to reduce or counteract any persistent-disturbance effects [47]. As in (2.3), the
disturbance is modelled by assuming a known waveform with unknown initial values. So, a predefined
waveform generator as the disturbance internal model can be incorporated into the system state-space
model for controller synthesis. In this way, DAC can automatically produce integral actions for the assumed
disturbance rejection. The DAC control law combines the state feedback and disturbance feedforward
terms, in which the state feedback guarantees the stability of the closed-loop system and can be calculated
by the pole placement and LQR; the disturbance feedforward gain is calculated to minimize the disturbance
impacts on the closed-loop system.
The second algorithms applied to the system (2.3) is the model predictive control (MPC) [49], which solves
an optimization problem with the well-known receding horizon strategy. The horizon is a prediction of the
future system states; at each time step, the optimization problem is solved with measurement (feedback)
from the system. Only the first control input is applied to the system. The formulated optimization problem
in the general linear-quadratic form of the deviations of the frequency tie line flows from the nominal
values, with (2.5a) being the prediction model (in discrete form) and constraints on the system states and
control inputs (e.g. storage power limits and tie-line thermal limits in this case). The system states and
disturbances are estimated using the same observer developed in the DAC.
Two case studies are carried out by comparing the cases with DAC and MPC respectively to the baseline
without storage response. In the simulations, we assume that step load changes of 100MW and 50MW
happening simultaneously in HOPS and NOSBIH networks at 1s. The time constants of the turbines are
assumed to be 1 seconds for the 4 TSO networks. The equivalent inertia constants and droop coefficients
are calculated according to (2.1) and (2.2). The considered transmission network is assumed to have 6
large-scale storage systems (1 for CGES, 2 for HOPS, 1 for EMS and 2 for NOSBIH according to network
capacity). The nominal power for each storage system is assumed to be 25 MW.
The simulation results are shown in Figure 3.11 – Figure 3.14. In addition to the synchronous generators,
the 6 storage units inject active power to recover the frequency and stabilize tie-line flows. As shown in
Figure 3.11 – Figure 3.12, storage response with both methods (DAC and MPC) leads to an improved
network frequency in terms of frequency nadir and Rate-of-Change-of-Frequency (ROCOF). The oscillations
in network frequency is also damped effectively due to the fast-responsive storage. Comparing the two
implemented algorithms, MPC yields better damping performance although the steady-state frequency
deviation is larger in contrast to that of DAC. The power limits (25MW) of the storage are handled by a
saturation unit in DAC, while such limits are incorporate in the optimization in MPC.
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Figure 3.11 Frequency of the 4 TSO Networks with Storage Response Using DAC

Figure 3.12 Frequency of the 4 TSO Networks with Storage Response Using MPC

Furthermore, the deviations of the power flows on the 4 of the 16 cross-border lines are shown in Figure
3.13 and Figure 3.14, in which the performance of the baseline is compared with that of the DAC and MPC
algorithms, respectively. In the baseline without storage response (blue line), oscillatory power flows show
on the tie-lines, some of which might get congested when the magnitude of the power flows exceed certain
levels. Both DAC and MPC show desired damping and reduced deviations of the tie-line flows (red lines) on
the shown 4 tie-lines. Constraints on the tie-line flows can be further incorporated in the optimization
problem in MPC, which can solve the network congestion issues in a systematic way.
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Figure 3.13 Tie-line 1 – 4 Power Flows of the 4 TSO Networks (red – storage using DAC, blue –
without storage)

Figure 3.14 Tie-line 1 – 4 Power Flows of the 4 TSO Networks (red – storage using MPC, blue –
without storage)

3.2.3 TSO-DSO Coordination Scheme (UC1)
The purpose of this UC is to establish a TSO-DSO coordination platform, targeting to facilitate the mitigation
of voltage and congestion problems in the transmission system of Peloponnese through the utilization of
VSP. In this context, when the transmission system operator foresees that a line congestion or bus voltage
deviation will occur in the power system, he will be able to utilize suitable power sources (VSP) in order to
eliminate the problem and thus keeping the power system stabilized.
The exact amount of power injection or absorption from VSP that will be deemed necessary to prevent the
contingency or restore the system to a steady state, will be initially simulated by the TSO running dedicated
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Power Flows. Subsequently, the suitable set points will be sent via the communication platform to the DSO
in order to inspect the upcoming changes in the distribution system’s power flows -that will occur due to
the activation of VSP- and thus make any appropriate changes to distribution grid configuration before
sending the necessary commands to the VSPs.
This section is linked with the respective chapter of deliverable D9.3 [61] where a detailed analysis is
included of the communication interfaces and the necessary middleware of the platform for the data
exchange between the TSO and DSO that have already been implemented, as well as a brief description of
the underlying communication protocols that have been used for this purpose.

3.2.4 Market Participation (UC5)
3.2.4.1

Business Models

This section provides information about investigated business models for VSP in the context of the use of
the product in the CROSSBOW Use Cases (UCs). The main purpose is to investigate the commercial
application of the VSP product by introducing archetype business models, aiming to cover sets of services in
which VSP may participate. It is important to determine how the economic value will be generated from
the product and to relate it to the technical innovations that the product brings. This analysis will also help
to motivate business-oriented understanding of the VSP product.
The definition of business models starts with identification of roles, actors and ownership models.
Afterwards the process continues with definition and modelling of business cases. For this purpose,
business model canvases and value network graphs are used. The process finishes with Cost-Benefit
Analysis which is out of the scope of this task.
The definition of the business models is done by considering the results of the research for value of storage
in power systems. The major point is that the valorisation of storage can be fully extracted by provision of
multiple services. This fact is supported by multiple studies [51]-[54] that indicate that under current
market conditions energy storage systems are never economically viable through price arbitrage only.
Furthermore, storage systems are seldom profitable when aggregating benefits from both price arbitrage
and ancillary services revenues [51]-[54]. These findings are discussed in more details in previous work
presented in D7.1 [55].
1. Roles and actors
In the business cases the roles that will be played by the involved actor should be determined. In the
business models presented in this section, regarding the roles “The Harmonised Electricity Market Role
Model” [56] was used. An actor may perform multiple roles. Actors, DSO, TSO, traders and suppliers carry
out their activities by performing roles. A role cannot be split over several actors.
The main actors included in the business models considered in this analysis are:
•

Owner of small storage capacity

•

Wholesale Electricity market Operator – Day-ahead/Intraday Market (DAM/IDM)

•

Electricity Balancing Market Operator

•

Owner of the VSP Product

•

Transmission System Operator (TSO)

• Distribution System Operator (DSO).
The main roles are:
•

Party Connected to the Grid.

•

Resource Provider.

•

Market Operator.

•

Resource Aggregator.
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•

Trader.

•

Balancing Service Provider.

• System Operator.
The storage units are considered as Resources. The owners of storage assets take the roles of Parties
Connected to the Grid. The TSO, DSO and ROC take the roles of System Operators. And the Wholesale
Electricity Market Operator and the Electricity Balancing Market Operator play the roles of market
operators. The owner of VSP can play different roles for different business cases. These roles are explained
in the following subsections.
2. Ownership models
It is important to investigate the options for the ownership model and the links that could be created with
the actors within the possible business cases. As CROSSBOW deals with management of variable renewable
energies and storage at large scale (on regional / cross-border level), in the scope of this analysis, provision
of services from storage only to TSOs, wholesale and balancing markets, will be considered. Similar analysis
can be conducted in case of provision of network services to DSOs, but they are out of the scope of the
task.
In this section different options for ownership of the storage assets and the VSP product are considered.
According to [57], regarding ownership of storage devices, three cases can be examined:
-

System operator (TSO) owns the storage assets and captures the network value only;
System operator owns the storage assets and captures both network and market values;
A third party owns the assets and captures both network and market values.

The first case can be considered when Ownership Unbundling model of the TSO is applied. In this case, the
TSO is interested to invest in the network, in order to prevent possible congestion and ensure network
reliability. Under the Ownership Unbundling model, when the TSO is the owner of the storage assets, only
regulated revenues are captured. Therefore, this model is easy to implement from regulatory aspect.
However, the problem is the economic viability, since only the network value of storage (investment
deferral, network reliability) will be exploited, which may not be enough to justify the investment.
The second case, where both network and market values are captured from storage assets owned by the
TSO, is expected to be more complex to implement and subject to more regulatory constraints, since it
includes both regulated and unregulated revenues. Nevertheless, this model strengthens the economic
viability of the storage. From regulatory aspect, barriers for ownership of storage by regulated entities
exist. According to current European regulation TSOs must not own any production units, including storage
assets. In addition to this, the latest recommendations [58] from the Cooperation between Horizon 2020
Projects (BRIDGE) for the business models for Energy Storage recommend that “centralized batteries
should not belong to regulated entities, because if they operate their flexibilities (batteries included), there
will be less room left for flexibility market development” [58].
In the third case, the storage assets are owned by a third party that participates on the markets and has
contractual agreement with the TSO and/or DSOs for provision of network services. This model enables
capturing the full value of storage. The drawbacks are the needs for contractual agreements with a number
of stakeholders as well as the management of provision of services in terms of the manner of prioritization
of the services offered to different stakeholders.
With regards to the ownership of storage assets, which are controlled by the VSP and located in the
distribution network, it is not likely that they will be owned by the TSO. Therefore, the third storage
ownership model, where a third party owns the assets and captures both network and market values, will
be applied in the VSP product.
Another issue is the ownership of the VSP product. In this context, two options can be considered:
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-

VSP to be owned by a TSO; and
VSP to be owned by independent entity.

The VSP product can be owned by a TSO. In this case, the TSO will have to sign appropriate contracts with
the owners of the storage assets and define appropriate forms of payment for the reservation and use of
the storage assets. In this way the TSO, as owner of VSP, can easily deliver network services to itself.
However, the provision of bids from the VSP product on the DAM/IDM and the balancing market, if it is
owned directly by the TSO, will face regulatory barriers. This will make the TSO to perform the role of
generation or supply which is against the provisions from Directive (EU) 2019/944 Art. 31 and 40. In order
to enable the storage assets owners to capture its full value, they should be able independently or in
aggregated form, to participate in the markets. Their participation in the markets can be performed along
with the provision of network services to the TSO. The role of the storage owners as market participants
and as service provides to the TSO should be clearly defined and separate. This may be difficult to achieve
both from technical and regulatory point of view.
Another option is the VSP product to be owned by an independent entity, that would be fully unbundled
from the TSO. This entity may act as aggregator and participate in the markets. At the same time, this entity
may provide network services to the TSO. The aggregator will make the necessary contracts with the
owners of storage assets to arrange the conditions for use of storage devices and payments. In addition, it
may enter into agreement with the TSO for provision of network services. This ownership option creates
conditions for multiple aggregators to compete for providing network services to the TSO.
3. Definition and modelling of business cases
In D1.2 initial proposal of business model for HLU 4, 5 & 6 is given in [59]. In this analysis more detailed
business models regarding the use of VSP are given. The work for business models for the CROSSBOW
products continues in the CROSSBOW work-package 19 “Exploitation, business innovation strategy and
contribution to standards”.
Osterwalder business model canvases are used for describing and designing the business models. It
presents graphically the assets/products/tools to be used for achieving anticipated economic gains for each
actor. The canvas includes information for: key partners, key activities, value propositions, relationships
with other partners, customer segments and communication, cost structure, revenue model and barriers.
This way of modelling business cases is used in other parts of CROSSBOW project [59], and is also used by
other projects as GRIDSOL, Nobelgrid and Wisegrid [60].
In addition, value network graphs for each business case are presented below. The value network graph
visually presents the flow of money, services, exchange of information and power between the actors
related to the business case. This helps understand how the business case will be realized in practice.
By analysing proposed UCs in the scope of the CROSSBOW project, business models for the following three
main cases are developed:
-

Participation on the DAM/IDM (price arbitrage) and balancing markets (capacity and energy for
frequency regulation);
Provision of services to the TSO (voltage control, congestion management and system stability);
and
Storage of RES surplus.

The different business cases were identified by the type of services provided by the VSP product.
4. Participation on the DAM/IDM (price arbitrage) and balancing markets (capacity and energy for
frequency regulation)
The main use of the VSP product in this business case is to offer products and services on the DAM/IDM
and balancing market. The relation between the owner of the VSP product and the storage assets is based
on a mutual contract which defines the control mechanisms applied by the VSP product owner to the
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storage assets. The contract will also define the payments to the owners of storage assets. The owner of
the VSP product will act as Resource Aggregator and will participate in the DAM/IDM and the balancing
market with the final aim to gain income by placing bids and offers, thus performing the roles of Trader and
Balancing Service Provider. The income should be distributed by the aggregator to the owners of storage
assets according to their contribution in the provision of energy and services on the markets.
Regarding the exchange of information - the VSP product owner should receive data about the availability
and capacity of the network from the TSOs and DSOs where the storage assets are connected.
This business case encompasses the following HLUs and UCs:
-

HLU3 Cross-border storage of RES production/output
o HLU3-UC01 Storage provider market participation.
HLU5 Virtual Storage Plants
o HLU5-UC02 Frequency regulation by VSP coordination.
o HLU5-UC05 Market participation.

More details about this business case are given in the business model canvas given in Table 3.2, and the
value network graph shown in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2 Business model canvas for participation on the DAM/IDM (price arbitrage) and balancing
markets (capacity and energy for frequency regulation)
Key partners
• Owners of small
storage units
• DAM/IDM
• Balancing market
• DSOs
• TSOs

Key activities

Value
propositions

• Optimization and
• Efficient use of
control of multiple
multiple storage
small storage units
devices
by using suitable ICT • Contributing to
infrastructure
more efficient
• Aggregation of small
power system
storage units
operation by
providing energy
• Buying/selling
and flexibility on
electricity on
the market
DAM/IDM
• Offering and
providing balancing
capacity and energy
on the market

Relationships
Customer segments
with other
and communication
partners
• Contracts with
• Communication with
small storage units
the owners of storage
for controlling and
units (customers)
aggregating and
payment for the
provided services
• Placing trade
orders on the
wholesale and
balancing markets
• Request of data for
network available
capacity from TSOs
and DSOs

Value network graph
• See Figure 3.15.

Barriers
• Regulatory gaps – double network tariffs (charge and
discharge) in some countries
• Problem in providing multiple services at the same time

Cost structure
• Payment for use of storage devices
• Costs for ICT infrastructure for acquisition of data and
control of distributed storage units
• Costs for ICT infrastructure for receiving data for
network availability from TSO and DSO

Revenue model
• Income from buying/selling electricity at the DAM/IDM
(price arbitrage)
• Income for provision of balancing services (capacity and
energy)
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Figure 3.15 Participation on the DAM/IDM (price arbitrage) and balancing markets (capacity and
energy for frequency regulation)

5. Provision of services to TSO (voltage control, congestion management and system stability)
The second business case is defined for the provision of network services as voltage control, congestion
management and contribution to system stability. It differs from the previous one, since markets specially
designed for these services are not established yet. Only the re-dispatching procedures for congestion
management are integrated into balancing mechanism and thus can be considered as market based. In
addition, these services require exchange of larger amount of data, between the VSP product and the TSOs
and DSOs, where the storage devices are connected, compared to the participation of DAM/IDM and
balancing markets. In this case the exact location of the storage assets, the complete state of the network
(including voltages and power flows) and its parameters have to be provided to the VSP product in order to
get an optimal solution for provision of voltage regulation, congestion management and contribution to
system stability.
In order to realize this business case in practice the owner of the VSP product, in addition to entering with
agreements with the owners of the storage assets, should make agreements with the TSOs and DSOs
connecting the storage devices. These agreements should precisely define the data that will be exchanged
between the network operators and the VSP product, the way of the provision of services and the payment
for the services. The VSP in this case performs the roles of Resource Aggregator and Resource Provider for
the TSO or DSO.
This business case encompasses the following HLUs and UCs:
-

HLU5 Virtual Storage Plants
o HLU5-UC03 Voltage support by VSP coordination.
o HLU5-UC04 Congestion mitigation by VSP coordination.

More details about this business case are given in the business model canvas given in Table 3.3, and the
value network graph shown in Figure 3.16.
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Table 3.3 Business model canvas for provision of services to TSO/DSO (voltage control, congestion
management and system stability)
Key partners
• Owners of small
storage units
• DSOs
• TSOs

Key activities

Value
propositions

• Optimization and
• Efficient use of
control of multiple
multiple storage
small storage units
devices
by using suitable ICT • Contributing to
infrastructure
more efficient
• Providing network
power system
services (voltage
operation by
support, congestion
providing network
management and
services
contribution to
system stability) to
TSOs

Relationships
Customer segments
with other
and communication
partners
• Contracts with
• Communication with
small storage units
the owners of storage
for controlling and
units (customers)
payment for the
• Communication with
provided services
the TSOs (customer)
• Request of network
data from TSOs and
DSOs
• Provision of
services to TSOs

Value network graph
• See Figure 3.16.

Barriers
• Regulatory gaps – double network tariffs (for charge
and discharge) in some countries
• Problem in providing multiple services at the same time

Cost structure
• Payment for use of storage devices
• Costs for ICT infrastructure for acquisition of data and
control of distributed storage units
• Costs for ICT infrastructure for receiving data from TSOs
and DSOs

Revenue model
• Income from provision of network services (voltage
support, congestion management and contribution to
system stability) to TSOs.

Generation

Electricity
market
DAM/IDM

Traders

Transmission
/TSO
param. for voltage
regulation/ system
stability, availability
of network,

Distribution
/DSO

param. for voltage
regulation/ system
stability, availability of
network,

Consumption

Storage units
location status
and control
signals for
charge/
discharge

Payment for
services
from TSO

VSP

Market for
balancing
services

BSPs

power flows
Payment for
services from DSO

data flows
Suppliers

money flows

Figure 3.16 Provision of services to TSO (voltage control, congestion management and system
stability)
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6. Storage of RES surplus
This business model is based on one the value of storage for increasing the penetration of RES generation
in the power systems. This important role is emphasized in the report on Business models for storage of
BRIDGE initiative where it is stated that business models should focus on UCs “that would enable ESS to
maximize the electricity market related income of the existing assets (e.g. conventional power plants, wind
generation)” [58].
This business model envisages contracts between the owners of RES generation and the owner of the VSP
product for storage of surplus energy from RES and avoiding curtailment. The surplus of energy from RES
generation, that the owners of RES generation will not be able to sell on the markets (DAM, IDM and
balancing energy market) will be used to charge the storage devices and the owners of RES generation will
gain extra income from selling energy to the owners of storage devices through VSP, and avoiding
curtailment or imbalance payment. In this business case the owner of VSP takes the roles of Trader,
Resource Aggregator and Resource Provider to the owners of RES generation.
In the CROSSBOW project the topic of using storage for RES surplus generation is researched in the
following HLUs and UCs:
-

HLU3 Cross-border storage of RES production/output
o HLU3-UC02 “Rent” storage unit for temporary storage of surplus energy (same bidding area).
o HLU3-UC03 “Rent“ storage unit for temporary storage of surplus energy (cross-bordering).

More details about this business case are given in the business model canvas given in Table 3.4, and the
value network graph shown in Figure 3.17.
Table 3.4 Business model canvas for storage of RES surplus
Key partners
• Owners of small
storage units
• Owners of RES
generation
• DSOs
• TSOs

Key activities
• Optimization and
control of multiple
small storage units
• Storage of energy
from surplus RES
generation
• Provision of energy
when there is lack
of RES generation

Value
Relationships with Customer segments
propositions
other partners
and communication
• Efficient use of
• Contracts with small • Communication with
multiple storage
storage units for
the owners of storage
devices
controlling and
units (customers)
aggregating and
• Increased
• Communication with
payment for the
penetration of RES
the owners of RES
provided services
generation
generation (customers)
• Contracts with
• Contributing to
owners of RES
efficient use of RES
generation
generation
• Request of data for
network available
capacity from TSOs
and DSOs

Value network graph
• See Figure 3.17.

Barriers
• Regulatory gaps – double network tariffs in some
countries
• Problem in coordinated use of storage for providing
multiple services at the same time

Cost structure
• Payment for use of storage devices
• Costs for ICT infrastructure for acquisition of data and
control of distributed storage units
• Costs for ICT infrastructure for receiving data from TSOs
and DSOs

Revenue model
• Income from provision of services to the owners of RES
generators
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Figure 3.17 Storage of RES surplus

3.2.4.2

Optimize Storage for Market Participation

The transition to a net-zero carbon economy, characterized by the belligerent electrification of the
transport and heat sectors, is detrimentally affecting the cost-efficiency of electricity markets. The
deployment of low-carbon generation (e.g. wind and solar), together with a substantial increase in peak
demand driven by the decarbonisation of the transport and heat sectors, will create a significant market
opportunity for ESS, such as virtual storage plants VSP, to provide balancing services – in order to manage
the uncertainty associated with renewable energy sources – and still seize price arbitrage opportunities in
the energy market.
The ability of ESS to support energy market operations by shifting peak demand and thus improving load
factors to reduce cost of energy production, has been widely reported in the literature [1]-[5]. In [3] the
authors analyse the economics of energy price arbitrage in the German 15- and 60-minutes intraday
markets and considering cross-market arbitrage. Similarly, the authors of [4]-[5] apply a similar approach to
quantify the economic viability of ESS seizing price arbitrage opportunities, albeit in U.S. electricity markets.
The ability to displace electricity consumption allows ESS to seize price arbitrage opportunities in energy
markets by buying electricity at low energy prices and selling it back at higher prices; this results in a
smoothing effect for peak load but also on energy prices, which can potentially reduce the arbitrage value
as [4] reports.
Moreover, the value of ESS in supporting integration of intermittent renewable generation through
provision of balancing services – namely frequency regulation services – has also been widely reported [6][8]. The research conducted in [6]-[7] determined the benefits of using storage plants to provide frequency
response services to the UK system operator, while in [8] the authors analyse the viability of Li-ion batteries
to provide primary frequency regulation services in the Danish electricity market.
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In this context, current studies [9]-[11] identify the need for combined analysis of multiple services
provided to various electricity sectors to adequately assess the overall value of ESS, including generation
and network support.
3.2.4.2.1 Algorithm development
1. Scope and assumptions
In the context presented in the previous section, the aim of the CROSSBOW project lies in developing an
optimization algorithm to support the decision-making process of energy storage players (such as VSP) in
electricity markets. The developed algorithm considers a single VSP which optimises the provision of
multiple services across different segments of the electricity market. In particular, the set of services
includes price arbitrage opportunities in energy markets and provision of balancing services. Price
differentials in the day-ahead energy market create arbitrage opportunities which can be seized by the VSP.
Thus, by taking advantage of low prices to buy energy in the day-ahead energy market and sell it back at
higher energy prices, the VSP can make an arbitrage profit.
In the balancing market, the VSP can provide various types of reserve and frequency response to the
system and therefore assist the latter in dealing with the extensive variability, unpredictability and lack of
controllability of renewable generation. These services are used by the System Operator to ensure that
supply meets demand at all times and that the system frequency remains within statutory limits around the
target level of 50Hz. This lies in the ability of VSP to either increase or decrease their charging or
discharging power with respect to the amount they have agreed to buy or sell in the energy market, in case
an imbalance occurs between the total generation and total demand in the system. The provision of
balancing services requires commitment of services’ volumes ahead of real time and deliverability in real
time, which is sensitive to system operator requirements (e.g. system demand-supply imbalances). System
imbalances may be associated with low frequency events (e.g. excess of system demand) thus requiring
deliverability of upwards balancing services (reduce VSP charging power or increase VSP discharging power)
or with high frequency events (e.g. excess of generation) and thus requiring deliverability of downwards
balancing services (increase VSP charging power or reduce VSP discharging power). The set of balancing
services considered in CROSSBOW follows the ENTSO-E implementation framework [12] and thus includes:
1) frequency containment reserves (FCR), also known as primary reserves, which are assigned the task of
keeping frequency deviation within an acceptable range immediately after a low frequency or high
frequency event
2) frequency restoration reserves (FRR), also known as secondary reserves, which are responsible for
restoring frequency to the nominal value, and
3) replacement reserves (RR), also known as tertiary reserves, which are responsible for alleviating FRR and
restoring the predefined Area Control Error (ACE).
The committed reserves are assumed to be provided in a symmetric fashion for upward and downward
directions. In other words, the VSP should decide on the amount of FCR, FRR and RR to provide and this
amount is the same for upward and downward reserve. The respective payment to the VSP is proportional
to the amount provided in each direction.
The algorithm considers the commitment of reserves provision by the VSP (i.e. the availability of such
reserves) but does not model in detail their deliverability (i.e. utilization) in real time; therefore the VSP
revenues include only availability and not utilization payments. This assumption is made for simplicity
reasons, since a comprehensive consideration of the utilization stage would require uncertainty modelling
through a stochastic optimization algorithm (which is computationally demanding) as well as statistical data
regarding the actual utilization of reserves provided by the VSP (utilization data regarding any balancing
market participant in general are not publicly available, while this challenge is aggravated in the case of ESS
due to their limited penetration in the SEE region).
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However, completely neglecting the utilization of the committed reserves can lead to unrealistic results, as
the VSP utilizing the algorithm will be committing a large amount of reserves without being actually able to
deliver them in real time if requested to do so by the System Operator. As a result, it will need to incur
significant penalties of non-delivery which could be detrimental to its business case. In order to address this
issue, the algorithm imposes certain robust deliverability constraints, which aim at ensuring that the VSP is
always able to provide the committed reserves if requested. These constraints are elaborated below.
The developed algorithm assumes that the VSP is relatively small with respect to the size of the national
market and therefore its actions do not affect the energy and balancing prices; in other words, the VSP is
assumed to be a price-taker in the energy and balancing markets and treats their prices as fixed, exogenous
parameters. Considering the relatively small size of ESS in the SEE region [13], this assumption is realistic, at
least in the short- and medium-term. Furthermore, these market prices are assumed deterministic i.e.
known with certainty at the time point when the VSP makes its decisions, which is assumed to be one-day
ahead of real-time.
The main features of the developed algorithm are outlined below.
2. Decision variables
The decision variables of the algorithm include i) the energy bought and sold by the VSP at each hourly step
of the energy market, ii) the amount of FCR committed to be available (in both directions as discussed in
the subsection 1) by the VSP at each 4-hour step of the FCR market (the reason for selecting a 4-hour step
will be clarified in the subsection 1), iii) the amount of FRR committed to be available by the VSP at each
hourly step of the FRR market, and iv) the amount of RR committed to be available by the VSP at each
hourly step of the RR market.
3. Objective function
The objective function of the algorithm maximises the yearly (although a different horizon can be applied
as well) net revenue associated with the combination of the following services: i) Energy price arbitrage and
ii) Balancing services to the System Operator. In particular:
•

The energy arbitrage revenue at each hour is determined by the difference between the energy
sold and bought by the VSP, times the energy price.

•

The balancing services revenues include availability payments for FCR, FRR and RR, determined at
each hour by the amount of the respective service committed to be available (at one direction, as
discussed in the subsection 1), times the respective price. As discussed in the the subsection 1,
utilization payments are not considered.

4. Constraints
The constraints of the developed algorithm include constraints associated with the operating
characteristics of the VSP as well as constraints associated with the robust deliverability of balancing
services (as discussed in the subsection 1). Specifically, the considered constraints include:
•

Energy balance constraints: The energy level at each hour 𝑡 is determined by the energy level at the
previous hour 𝑡 − 1, and the charging / discharging actions at hour 𝑡, accounting for charging /
discharging losses.

•

Energy limits: The energy level at each hour needs to be within the minimum and maximum energy
limits, determined by the maximum depth of discharge and maximum state of charge of the VSP,
respectively.

•

Power limits: The charging and discharging power at each hour need to be below the maximum
power limits of the VSP.
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•

Robust deliverability of balancing services: The combination of the energy charging / discharging
actions and the committed amount of FCR, FRR and RR should still satisfy the energy and power
limits of the VSP at each hour; for example, the sum of upward FCR, FRR and RR committed by the
VSP cannot be higher than the difference between its maximum power limit and its discharging
power at each hour. Furthermore, the VSP should be able i.e. have sufficient energy, to provide the
committed FCR, FRR and RR for a maximum duration of T consecutive hours; this parameter T is
determined by ENTSO-E standards and it is equal to 4 hours for FCR, 0.5 hour for FRR and 1 hour for
RR [14]. This is the reason why the temporal resolution of the FCR amount provided is 4 hours.

5. Implementation
The developed algorithm has been implemented by ICCS using the optimization software FICOTM Xpress [15]
on a computer with a 6-core 3.50 GHz Intel(R) Xeon(R) E5-1650 v3 processor and 32 GB of RAM. The
average computational time required for solving this algorithm for a full year across all the examined
scenarios has been around 2 hours.
3.2.4.2.2 Application and results in the SEE region
1. Scope and input data
The main focus of the CROSSBOW project lies in applying the developed algorithm in national markets of
the SEE region, in order to quantitatively investigate the potential revenues of VSP in different countries of
the region. Furthermore, we analyze the value of the proposed multi-service optimisation algorithm with
respect to a benchmark market participation algorithm where the VSP only participates in the energy
market and neglects opportunities in balancing markets.
Since VSP, consisting of the aggregation of multiple small-scale ESS, are not yet established in the SEE
region, this application is performed in a simulation environment and not through an actual field trial. For
the same reason, the operating parameters of the examined VSP are based on authors’ assumptions and
are presented in Table 3.5 below.
Table 3.5 Operating parameters of examined VSP

Parameter

Value

Maximum energy level

10MWh

Minimum energy level

1MWh

Maximum charging / discharging power

5MW

Charging / discharging efficiency

0.85

Although the application is performed in a simulation environment, the data associated with the energy
and balancing prices are reflective of the actual market conditions in the SEE region in 2019. Two relevant
sources of price data have been employed in this context: i) the ENTSO-E Transparency platform [12] which
includes historical energy and balancing prices for different countries in an hourly resolution, and ii) direct
communication with the TSOs of the 8 CROSSBOW countries (all of which constitute partners of the project)
during February 2020. This latter direct communication has been deemed necessary for two reasons: a) to
confirm the accuracy of the historical data in the ENTSO-E Transparency platform (for countries with
available data in this platform), and b) to deal with the lack of available data in this platform for the
remaining countries.
Table 3.6 below summarises the price data availability in each of the 8 CROSSBOW countries, after
collecting and structuring this price data from the two above sources. It can be observed that energy price
data has not been available in 3 countries (Bosnia, Montenegro and North Macedonia), since these
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countries do not yet operate a spot energy market (at neither day-ahead nor intraday horizons) or the spot
market operates only “over-the-counter” and thus prices are not publicly available. Considering that the
energy market constitutes the main and most traditional market segment for energy storage participation,
as well as the fact that the resulting energy transactions constitute the basis for determining the balancing
provision limits for the VSP, simulations for these 3 countries cannot be performed in a meaningful way.
Therefore, our simulations have been performed for the remaining 5 countries (Bulgaria, Croatia, Greece,
Romania and Serbia), i.e. we investigate 5 different scenarios regarding the location of the examined VSP.
As observed in Table 3.6, prices for all 3 balancing services have been available only for Bulgaria. Prices for
FCR have not been applicable for Croatia, Romania and Serbia (since this balancing service is provided in an
mandatory and free-of-charge fashion in most SEE countries), while Croatia, Greece and Serbia exhibit
unavailability of price data for RR (since this balancing service is not adopted in most SEE countries).
Therefore, the subsequent analysis considers only the provision of balancing services for which price data
has been available.
Table 3.6 Availability of price data in the CROSSBOW countries

Country

Energy

FCR

FRR

RR

Bosnia

Not Available

Not Available

Available

Not Available

Bulgaria

Available

Available

Available

Available

Croatia

Available

Not Available

Available

Not Available

Greece

Available

Available

Available

Not Available

Montenegro

Not Available

Not Available

Available

Not Available

North Macedonia

Not Available

Not Available

Not Available

Not Available

Romania

Available

Not Available

Available

Available

Serbia

Available

Not Available

Available

Not Available

Table 3.7 below presents the average and standard deviation of energy prices across 2019 in each of the 5
examined countries. It can be observed that Greece and Bulgaria exhibit a significantly higher and lower
average price with respect to other countries, respectively. On the other hand, Romania and Greece exhibit
a significantly higher and lower standard deviation with respect to other countries, implying that the VSP
faces more favourable and less favourable arbitrage opportunities, respectively.
Table 3.7 Statistical properties of energy prices (in Euros/MWh)

Country

Average

Standard deviation

Bulgaria

39.79

19.40

Croatia

51.92

18.73

Greece

60.39

11.35
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Romania

51.98

22.99

Serbia

50.14

18.28

Table 3.8 presents the average availability prices of FCR, FRR and RR in each of the 5 examined countries. It
can be observed that Romania exhibits significantly higher average prices than any other country, implying
great balancing provision opportunities. Croatia and Serbia follow, while Bulgaria and especially Greece
exhibit very low balancing prices.
Table 3.8: Average availability prices of balancing services (in Euros/MW/h)

FCR

FRR

RR

Bulgaria

5.1

5.1

4.83

Croatia

N/A

12.2

N/A

Greece

0.01

0.94

N/A

Romania

N/A

40.82

23.84

Serbia

N/A

10.34

N/A

3.2.4.2.3 Results
As discussed in subsection 1 of section 2.5.4.2.2, we firstly analyze a benchmark scenario where the VSP
only participates in the energy market and neglects opportunities in balancing markets, by applying the
developed algorithm with zero prices for FCR, FRR and RR. Figure 3.18 and Figure 3.19 illustrate the power
scheduling of the VSP in a winter day and a summer day in Bulgaria (negative values indicate charging and
positive values indicate discharging). As previously discussed, the VSP performs price arbitrage i.e. buys
energy to charge during periods of low energy prices and sells energy through discharging during periods of
high energy prices. It can be observed that the frequency of the charging / discharging actions is higher in
winter due to the higher variability of prices.

As discussed in subsection 1 of section 2.5.4.2.2, we firstly analyze a benchmark scenario where the VSP
only participates in the energy market and neglects opportunities in balancing markets, by applying the
developed algorithm with zero prices for FCR, FRR and RR. Figure 3.18 and Figure 3.19 illustrate the power
scheduling of the VSP in a winter day and a summer day in Bulgaria (negative values indicate charging and
positive values indicate discharging). As previously discussed, the VSP performs price arbitrage i.e. buys
energy to charge during periods of low energy prices and sells energy through discharging during periods of
high energy prices. It can be observed that the frequency of the charging / discharging actions is higher in
winter due to the higher variability of prices (also illustrated in ¡Error! No se encuentra el origen de la
referencia.).
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Figure 3.18 Power scheduling of VSP under energy-only market participation in winter day in
Bulgaria
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Figure 3.19 Power scheduling of VSP under energy-only market participation in summer day in
Bulgaria

Table 3.9 presents the yearly net revenue of the VSP in each of the 5 examined countries. Given that energy
price variability constitutes the main driver of arbitrage revenues, and following the trends observed in the
standard deviation of energy prices (Table 3.7), Romania and Greece exhibit the highest and lowest
arbitrage profitability (driven by the highest and lowest standard deviation of energy prices, Table 3.7),
respectively, with Bulgaria, Croatia and Serbia exhibiting intermediate and comparable arbitrage revenues.
Table 3.9: Yearly net revenue of VSP under energy-only market participation (in Euros)
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Country

Net revenue

Bulgaria

128,042

Croatia

117,844
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Greece

31,247

Romania

530,997

Serbia

98,452

We now move to a scenario where the VSP participates in both energy and balancing markets by applying
the full version of the developed algorithm. Table 3.10 presents the yearly net revenue of the VSP in each
of the 5 examined countries under this combined energy / balancing market participation scenario. Apart
from the energy arbitrage revenues, the VSP accesses revenues from the provision of balancing services.
In Bulgaria, where all 3 balancing services are considered, although the prices of these services are very
similar (Table 3.6), it can be observed that the respective revenues (and thus the amounts of VSP capacity
committed for the provision of the respective services) are significantly different. The reason behind this
effect lies in the different maximum duration T required for the robust deliverability of these services
(subsection 1); a higher T implies that the VSP should impose more stringent limits on its energy levels to
guarantee the deliverability of the respective service. Therefore, the highest revenues are achieved by the
provision of FRR (for which T=0.5 hours), followed by RR (for which T=1 hours) and FCR (for which T=4
hours). For the same reason, in combination with the fact that the FRR prices are higher than the prices of
other services, the FRR revenues are higher than FCR revenues in Greece and RR revenues in Romania.
Following the trends observed in the average balancing prices (Table 3.8), Romania exhibits significantly
higher overall balancing revenues than any other country, followed by Croatia, Serbia, Bulgaria and Greece.
In all 5 examined countries, the energy arbitrage revenues under the combined energy and balancing
market participation scenario are lower compared to the benchmark energy-only market participation
scenario (Table 3.9), since the VSP limits its charging / discharging actions to preserve more capacity for the
provision of balancing services. Specifically, the relative reduction is more than 50% in Romania, Croatia
and Serbia (since they exhibit higher balancing prices), almost 37% in Bulgaria and almost 17% in Greece
(which exhibits the lowest balancing prices).
However, the balancing revenues not only counterbalance the reduced energy arbitrage revenues, but also
yield significantly higher overall revenues for the VSP, improving substantially its business case in the
market, in all 5 examined countries. The highest relative increase is observed in Croatia and Serbia (around
370%) followed by Romania (around 265%), and Bulgaria and Greece (around 110%).
In terms of overall revenues, Romania and Greece exhibit the highest / lowest potential, due to the
combination of the highest / lowest energy price variability and the highest / lowest average balancing
prices, respectively. Among the remaining countries, while Bulgaria offers the highest overall revenue for
the VSP under the energy-only market participation scenario (Table 3.9), it offers the lowest one under the
combined energy and balancing market participation scenario, in which Croatia and Serbia offer more
profitable opportunities.
Table 3.10: Yearly net revenue of VSP under combined energy / balancing market participation (in
Euros)

Country

Energy

FCR

FRR

RR

Total

Bulgaria

81,272

918

155,794

38,297

276,281

Croatia

44,201

-

508,926

-

553,127

Greece

25,940

29

39,478

-

65,448
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Romania

261,325

-

1,673,422

-

1,934,748

Serbia

37,253

-

430,416

0

467,938

From a higher-level perspective, the results of this analysis highlight the benefit of a more comprehensive
market participation framework for the VSP compared to the traditional energy-only market participation
paradigm, considering in particular the participation in balancing markets which become very important in
the context of a large-scale integration of renewable generation, in line with the CROSSBOW vision.
3.2.4.3

Discussions

Previous sections show that storages generally have the potential to improve network conditions, so the
regulations should motivate the construction of storage capacities, and do not set severe requirements for
their connection or operation, and reduce their value. That means, if the network requirements have
higher priority than market participation, regulators should determine fair prices to compensate for the lost
market opportunity of storage owners.
The main creators of grid codes (both on ENTSO-E and national levels) are TSO’s who are mainly interested
in security aspects of storages, it is reasonable that grid codes prescribe strong requirements for
connection and operation. But, if the storage could improve network conditions (as we have seen from the
document), we should find a way to boost storage penetration and not to constrain their value with strong
requirements without compensation. Also, taking into account that there is no need to utilize storages all
the time for network services, VSP could merge two business models (provision of network services and
market participation) at the same time (if we have proper regulation), in order to obtain full economic
value.
The key players for storage penetration should be regulators (because there is no market interest for
voltage and frequency regulation) who should determine a fair price (it should be maybe part of future
work) to compensate (through TSO’s) storage owners for the lost market opportunity in a period of time
when they fulfil network requirements (provide network services). Otherwise, the value of storage assets
will be reduced, as well as their participation in the network, so storage won’t improve network conditions.

3.3

Validate VSP functionalities on a co-simulation platform

In this section, we present the results of comprehensive case studies for the demonstration of the
proposed control framework for UC2 and UC4. We develop a testbed based on the co-simulation between
DigSILETN and MATLAB guided by [63]. DigSILENT facilitates the detailed and reliable power system
modelling while MATLAB supports advanced computation with available toolboxes. As the diagram of the
testbed given in Fig. Figure 3.20, the power network simulation is automated by the DigSILENT
Programming Language (DPL) by inserting component parameter events at each time step. The
optimization algorithm is implemented using YALMIP in MATLAB [64]. This testbed is scalable as the storage
model in MATLAB will be replaced by real assets in future real-time simulations.
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Figure 3.20 Diagram of the co-simulation testbed using DigSILENT and MATLAB

We adopt the IEEE 39-bus system as the simulated network. The diagram of the IEEE 39-bus system is given
in Figure 3.21 with the buses marked by different colors for areas. The six cross border tie-lines are
highlighted in bold. In this network, each synchronous machine is equipped with the steam turbine
governor (IEEE Type G1) and excitation controls (IEEE Type 1 AVR). Detailed parameters of this test system
can be found in [65].
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Figure 3.21 Network Diagram: single line diagram of the IEEE 39-system (blue buses – Area 1, red
buses – Area 2, green buses – Area 3, bold black lines: tie lines).

To implement the proposed controls in real applications, an important issue is to characterize the
parameters of the aggregated synchronous machine, so the simplified network model can provide accurate
state estimation and prediction in the MPC. Reference [66] presents an analytical method to calculate
these parameters, but the damping coefficient of a single area is not easily obtained. In the case study, the
equivalent network model for the IEEE 39-bus system is obtained through the model identification
algorithm available in the MATLAB toolbox. We use the analytical method to provide a good initial guess,
which facilitates the fast convergence during the identification process. The power systems are excited with
sinusoidal signals whose frequencies range from 0.5 – 0.05 Hz to obtain the data for model identification.
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Figure 3.22 shows the comparison between the response of the identified model and the original system,
whose active powers of loads and synchronous generators are aggregated for each area, and the area
frequency is averaged by the center of inertia (COI). The results indicate that the identified model can
capture most necessary dynamics for frequency responsive controls, but the detailed system model show
significant damping over the oscillations in tie-line flows.

Figure 3.22 Response of DigSILENT simulation model vs. simplified model for IEEE 39-bus system
(solid black line – DigSILENT simulation; dashed red line – simplified network model)

For the lower layer, we assume the communication network is bidirectional and has a ring structure, in
which each agent has two neighbors. A storage unit has access to the its terminal AC voltage, and can
communicate its states with neighbors. The leaders are randomly selected for each group of ESSs, and we
assume that in each area 20 and 100 storage units are available for the first and second (third) study case,
respectively. The storage ratings are randomly selected as power ratings from 200 – 300kW, energy ratings
from 10 – 20kWh, ramp ratings from 40 – 60kW/s and efficiency from 80% - 95%. Parameters of the
resistance and inductance are randomly selected from 1mΩ – 2.63mΩ and 100µH – 120µH for the RL filter
in the storage model. The storage units are connected in a low-voltage distribution network (380V) with a
uniformed voltage profile.
In the simulation, the VSP located in each area is represented by a static generator, whose connected bus is
randomly selected as Bus 9, Bus 18 and Bus 24 for the three areas of IEEE 39-bus system. In the first
scenario, we create a step-load change event for the Load 7 connected at Bus 7 in Area 1. The simulation
results are given in Figure 3.23. Compared to the baseline without VSP response (blue line), the VSP
improves the frequency regulations over the interconnected areas with improved frequency nadir and
reduced frequency deviations, while the net power export of each area disappears with zero ACE. The third
column in Figure 3.23 (a) shows acceptable load estimation given by a Kalman filter designed using the
augmented system model. The response of individual storage units is given in Figure 3.23 (b) with every
column represent the 100 storage units in an area. The storage units share the requested power in
proportion to their energy capacities, so the SOCs of individual storage units are imposed and balanced
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during operations. The third column of Figure 3.23 (b) compares the aggregated storage power and the VSP
power setpoint given by the MPC at the upper layer.

a) frequencies deviations, net tie-line flows and load deviations of the three areas

b) response of individual storage units within VSP
Figure 3.23 Simulation results using the co-simulation testbed under step-changed loads: (a)
deviations of area frequencies and net tie-line flows of individual areas (blue line – base scenario
without storage response; red line – scenario with VSP response); (b) response of individual storage
units in the three areas.
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4
4.1

VSP Framework Implementation
Laboratory Setups at The SGLab of UNIZG

The goal of the laboratory demonstration is to demonstrate congestion management, frequency and
voltage control with distributed storage units using distributed optimization and control algorithms
developed by UNIMAN. Outcome of the demonstration will serve as a practical proof-of-concept and give
insight into scaling up the concept onto a real regional-level transmission system.
The setup of the UNIZG Smart Grid Lab (SGLab) will be used to emulate a real distribution and transmission
system. The SGLab consists of a physical 400 V / 230 V grid with buses, AC lines, AC and DC loads,
synchronous generators and energy storage units as shown in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1 Electrical diagram of the SGLab

The SGLab grid consists of 7 buses (400 V line-to-line / 230 V line-to-ground), 11 lines and 5 AC loads. The
lab can operate standalone or connected to the external grid (at E1). 20 kVA Synchronous generator E3 is
equipped with an automatic voltage regulator and is driven by a Pelton hydraulic turbine (water is pumped
from the basin below the lab). 13 kW PV plant located on the roof of the laboratory can also be connected
to the lab infrastructure if needed. Energy storage portfolio consists of a 2.5 kW/6.5 kWh VARTA Li-ion
battery with integrated inverter and two 18 kW/18kWh Li-ion battery racks by PowerTech Systems. Each
battery rack is modular consisting of 7x2.5 kW/2.5 kWh batteries. DC loads are 2.5 kW each. At the
moment, only one AC-DC-AC converter is available for interfacing the battery racks to the AC grid, while
additional two converters are currently being tested. With 3 converters and VARTA battery, 4 storage units
would be available to act as distributed storage unit. Additionally, the hydroelectric generator can act as a
PHS. The energy sources can be connected to any bus in the grid shown in Figure 4.1. For more details on
equipment, please refer to [50].
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VSP concept in a transmission network is illustrated Figure 3.1. From a transmission level perspective, the
operator sees an aggregated energy storage unit as a single entity between the transmission and
distribution levels. Such a unit can be dispatched centrally from the premises of the regional operator.
However, behind the interconnection point on a distribution system level, the distributed storage assets
are controlled in a distributed manner using the VSP framework (right diagram of Figure 3.1). Note,
however, that when the assets on a distribution level are organised as a single unit, several such
aggregated units can also be coordinated in a distributed manner on the transmission level (left diagram of
Figure 3.1), which offers benefits in terms of reduced communication cost and increased robustness over
the typical centralized operation.
Illustration of this concept on a regional level of South-eastern Europe is shown in Figure 4.2 using Croatian
and Serbian transmission system. Aggregated storage units are controlled in a distributed manner behind
the interconnection point on the distribution level, while the large scale storage units on the transmission
level (both aggregated and traditional such as pumped hydro) can also be controlled in a distributed
manner: both storage units inside a single country’s borders as well as cross-border control for voltage and
frequency control and tie-line congestion management, which covers the UC 2 to UC 4 in HLU 5.
Croatia

Serbia

Aggregator

WTG

BESS

SupCap

Flywheel

Figure 4.2 VSP concept on the example of Croatia – Serbia transmission system

4.1.1 Proposed Experimental Setup at UNIZG SGLab
To map the VSP architecture to the laboratory setup, two options are proposed:
1. In the first scenario, the SGLab grid is regarded as a distribution system where the active power
sharing between the lab storage units is tested as well as voltage control and frequency control
(considering the network as an isolated one). In the second stage, the SGLab grid is regarded as a
transmission system where each storage unit is considered as an aggregated unit from the first
scenario. Then, the coordination between “aggregated” storage units and a PHS is tested for
voltage and frequency control, and congestion management. However, the shortcoming of this
option is that each concept (transmission and distribution is proven separately because in each
scenario the other system is considered as a black box).
2. In the second scenario, a co-simulation platform is developed, i.e. the laboratory-in-the-loop
simulation in real time. This way, if the lab is considered as a transmission system and some battery
unit is considered as an aggregated unit, from which the distribution system with distributed
storage assets behind this physical storage is simulated using DIgSILENT PowerFactory. The
aggregated contribution of simulated distributed units is sent to the physical unit as a reference
from the simulation in real time. On the other hand, if the laboratory system is regarded as a
distribution system with distributed assets, the transmission grid is simulated in DIgSILENT
PowerFactory. A single node in the physical grid acts as an interconnection point in the simulated
transmission grid and the two interact. The benefit of this option is that the two concepts are
proven simultaneously although not completely physically, but equally divided between a
simulation and an actual physical demonstration.
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Nevertheless, in the laboratory the existing physical storage units will be connected in local network to
emulate the communication channels neighbouring units would have in an actual grid-scale
implementation, as shown in Figure 4.3. Each storage unit is equipped with an appropriate Programmable
Logic Controller (PLC) for sending and receiving commands as well as transferring data. Each PLC will be
connected to a PC running MATLAB. The distributed optimization and control algorithm are implemented in
MATLAB so the PCs are emulating a local controller which would run this code in the real world. The
physical storage units can be connected to any point in the SGlab grid, while PCs with MATLAB are
connected into local network (LAN) where it can be defined which units are neighbouring by enabling
communication channels between certain computers.
The reason for using computers instead of running the code directly on PLCs is because it would be too
time consuming to translate MATLAB optimization algorithms into appropriate PLC code which is usually
very basic and usually used for simple instructions.

Figure 4.3 Connection of distributed units in SGLab

The VSP aggregator should be able to receive commands from STO-CC through the CROSSBOW ecosystem.
Note that the aggregator can be either virtual (augmented with one of the storage unit) or physical. In this
setup, the aggregator in the SGLab is defined as the mainframe that runs the laboratory SCADA system
developed by Končar. Through the SCADA system, the laboratory will be connected to the STO-CC and rest
of the CROSSBOW products.

4.1.2 Example of the frequency Control Lab Demonstration Using VSP
Frequency is a global variable and its steady-state value is kept the same in a synchronous interconnection.
Figure 4.4 shows the infrastructure of the SGLab emulating interconnected systems of Croatia and Serbia.
In this example, the hydroelectric turbine-generator plant is emulating large-scale PHS plant, while
batteries act as aggregated distributed storage units as described in previous section. If a disturbance
happens in the network causing a frequency deviation, these units provide a coordinated response using
distributed control framework. With this experiment, it is possible to demonstrate the capability of VSP
framework to provide fast and automatic frequency response in a distributed manner.
Similarly, if the grid from Figure 4.4 is considered as some distribution area in a single country, then the VSP
aggregator (SGLab SCADA) can receive a power setpoint from STO-CC in terms of tertiary regulations. By
measuring the power flow into a certain bus (e.g. if the lab grid is connected to the external grid as in
Figure 4.1 instead of operating standalone), a successful experiment can show that the VSP can deliver the
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requested power at the interconnection point while fulfil the local loads. In this case, the PCC is the
external grid bus acting as a substation with step-down transformer from transmission level to distribution
level.

Figure 4.4 SGLab grid emulating Croatia – Serbia interconnection

4.1.3 Example of The Voltage Control Lab Demonstration Using VSP
Voltage is a local characteristic, although its stability can lead to cascade problems in the system
throughout an observed period in time. Therefore, in voltage/reactive power control the focus is more on
the functionality itself since the most observable impact of voltage control will be around the local bus
where the voltage/reactive power control is applied.
One common issue that transmission systems have is high voltages in transmission network during the
night when the wind power production is high and loading of the grid is low. Distributed storage assets
throughout the network can be ordered to consume reactive power or to charge in order to bring the node
voltages closer to rated value. Since the bus voltages are local variables, having coordinated storage assets
in the transmission grid could have positive voltage impact throughout the grid instead of e.g. only having
one large unit in a system connected to a single point in the network.
The laboratory setup for this experiment is the same as in Figure 4.4, with the only difference being the PV
plant acting as a wind power plant with high production during the night since they are both inverterinterfaced to the grid and not dispatchable. The goal of the experiment is to show that VSP can provide
local voltage control in a distributed manner.

4.1.4 Example of the Congestion Management Lab Demonstration Using VSP
From a purely mathematical perspective, dealing with a congested line means reducing power flow through
that line. Therefore, referring to Figure 4.4, the initial dispatch of the laboratory assets should be such that
the lines 4, 10 and/or 11 (acting as interconnection lines between the two countries) are highly loaded.
Then, using the VSP framework and the physical storage units in SGLab, the power flows through those
lines will be reduced. The goal of this experiment is to demonstrate that the power flows on a congested
line can be relieved using the developed VSP framework and distributed assets.
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4.2

ICT Infrastructure in SGLab

The diagram including the SGLab and the CROSSBOW ecosystem is given in Figure 4.5. Within SGLab, an
instance of KONČAR PROZA NET automation platform is installed on a Windows PC computer and functions
as a supervisory control and data acquisition system (SCADA) for the SG Lab and also as a gateway to the
rest of CROSSBOW ecosystem.
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Figure 4.5 Connection between the SGLab and the CROSSBOW Ecosystem

The PROZA NET automation platform is a result of more than 40 years’ experience of KONČAR company in
development, deployment and maintenance of industrial automation systems. The current iteration of
PROZA NET is a fourth platform iteration of PROZA system, currently based on Microsoft .NET technology. It
is a generic remote monitoring, control and management system, scalable from low power devices to
international control centers, and designed to be adaptable and modular, as well as compliant with
numerous open standards, as well as with vendor-specific proprietary ones. It supports IEC 61850, IEC
60870-5-101, 103 and 104, DNP3, OPC, SNMP, ICCP and many other protocols, along with Modbus serial
and TCP, as well as proprietary Courier, SPA, LON, ILSA and other protocols. It is the world first industrial
automation platform to be awarded the IEC 62443-2-4 industrial automation cyber security certificate.
KONČAR has granted a full license of PROZA NET to the University of Zagreb and it is being used to perform
the desired demonstrations. The SGLab instance of PROZA NET ensures the full functionality of the
communication from the CROSSBOW product prototypes to the assets in the Smart laboratory. University
of Zagreb have provided a (physical) Windows PC on which the PROZA NET SCADA is installed and
configured in collaboration of University of Zagreb team together with KONČAR team.
One of key features of PROZA NET platform to be exploited in CROSSBOW is the ability to manipulate the
process using the Controller engine. The Controller is an event driven, process automation component
which exposes the process being automated – in this case the laboratory-scale power system – to general
purpose languages such as JavaScript and Python. This way, the Controller component enables the user to
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control the process, having at hands a full expressivity of a general-purpose language instead of a domainspecific limited language.
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Figure 4.6 KONČAR PROZA NET Process Controller Engine architecture

In practice, in the University of Zagreb SG Lab the PROZA NET SCADA communicates with the major assets
in the laboratory using the MODBUS TCP communication to the Siemens PLCs, battery, inverters and other
equipment in the laboratory. This allows the PROZA NET user to control the laboratory equipment,
including the batteries installed in the laboratory.

Figure 4.7 KONČAR PROZA NET Process Controller interface

This instance of PROZA NET will be the communication endpoint in SGLab. In other words, the
communication to and from SGLab VSP of the rest of the CROSSBOW ecosystem would be through the
PROZA NET. Then the local VSP solution will act on the assets as described in the Chapter 4.1.
This decision has been taken for two reasons: communicating with the assets through a local SCADA
instance resembles a realistic situation, and the characteristics of the PROZA NET platform enable flexibility
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and easier demonstration of the VSP features. In the SCADA system, the actual events from the process
being controlled trigger actions in the SCADA system. Typical SCADA systems only allow process data
manipulation with limited expressivity, and in the PROZA NET Controller the user can utilize full extent of
Python and JavaScript. This allows the user to manipulate the process using blocks of Python or JavaScript
code, and the communication with VSP will be implemented within the Controller. The process variables,
values, and events are directly accessible to the Controller, so the PROZA NET Controller thus bridges the
gap between the equipment in the laboratory and the VSP platform. Therefore, the gateway functionality
of the PROZA NET SG Instance is implemented as a Python script communicating with external MQTT
queue.

¸
Figure 4.8 PROZA NET Interface from the local assets to the central ETRA MQTT queue

As indicated on the figure above, KONČAR has developed a Python wrapper code running in Process
Controller and wrapping the values retrieved from the devices into JSON and posting it into the central
ETRA MQTT-based messaging queue, using the paho-mqtt messaging library.
The Modbus register values are read from the hardware devices locally, and then these values are posted
to the central MQTT queue with the corresponding topic and ID values. The central MQTT messaging queue
managed by ETRA the JSON schema defines a specific topic and specific IDs for each of the retrieved
measurements. This way, the SGLab PROZA NET instance operates as a gateway. Similarly, the same
wrapper code consumes the commands from the queue and issues the setpoints, either by setting the
register values corresponding to the process points, or by passing to the relevant MATLAB / DIgSILENT
simulations for the “simulation in the loop cases”.
As there have been several challenges with the presence of staff in the laboratory due to the ongoing crisis,
at the time of completion of this document, all these functionalities have not been extensively tested, but
the VSP communication chain has been tested and is entirely functional. Similar or to an extent equivalent
local laboratory gateway setup is utilized in other working packages of CROSSBOW project as well, namely
in WP5 and WP6 for RES-DU and STO-CC. Again, this configuration is not far the expected distributed
deployments of the actual VSP: it is actually quite realistic to expect there will be a local control and data
acquisition platform at the level of physical assets.

4.3

VSP in The CROSSBOW Framework

CROSSBOW system comprises different products that covers most of the roles in the regional electrical grid
management. The product for the management of Energy Storage assets is the STO-CC, that is described in
deliverable “D6.3 CROSSBOW Regional Storage Coordination Centre (STO-CC) [62]”. VSP measurements are
included in this STO-CC product, the only difference with the integration of conventional Storage units is
that the VSP will comprise results of aggregated storage units at distribution level. The services offered by
the STO-CC with these aggregated assets will be the same as those offered with the conventional energy
storage assets (large-scale batteries up to tens of megawatts, hydro pump, etc.). On the other hand, the
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aggregated storage assets can be organised and coordinated through VSP, providing system-level
functionalities similar to STO-CC. These services include frequency/voltage regulation and congestion
management.
The aggregation of measurements and the preparation of the messages with these measurements adapted
to the appropriate data model that can be understand by the STO-CC is done by a gateway module located
in the VSP premises. The picture below illustrated this architecture:

Figure 4.9 Communication Architecture between STO-CC and VSP

The laboratory SCADA adapter located in the laboratory premises will interface with the SCADA in the
laboratory and will periodically receive the measurements. The protocol used will be TCP-Modbus. These
measurements will be integrated by the plant gateway module and specific messages with the appropriate
data model will be send to the STO-CC message bus.
For the common data model used in the messages, CROSSBOW have defined a CROSSBOW Specific data
model based on JSON that is described in “Annex A: Data model for transmission of energy assets
measurements and state towards CROSSBOW ETRA systems”.
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Control messages may also flow from STO-CC to the VSP assets, but at the time this version of the
deliverable is written, this is not implemented yet. The final version of the deliverable will contain all the
description of this process.
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5

CONCLUSION

This document entitled “VSP Framework Development” serves as the first report of the first version of the
VSP framework for WP7 in the CROSSBOW project. Three important perspectives are addressed in the
document, including:
•

•

•

The preliminary work guiding VSP framework performance evaluation is presented. The
uncertainties of power networks related to the RES integration are discussed. These RES patterns
will be used to carry out probabilistic studies in different scenarios of the study cases.
The architecture and functionalities of the VSP framework are addressed in a formal way. The VSP
architecture incorporates small-scale storage devices located at the distribution level and is capable
of providing system-level services. The functionalities cover those defined in the HLU 5, which
enables VSP providing ancillary services (e.g. frequency/voltage regulations, congestion
management) and participating balancing market.
The preliminary setup for demonstrating the VSP framework is introduced based on the storage
assets located in UNIZG. The communication infrastructure and the interface of the VSP framework
with the CROSSBOW ecosystem, highlights the role of VSP in the CROSSBOW framework.

The report emphasizes the role of VSP in enhancing grid stability and reliability under the increased
integration of RES. It should be noted that the work package not only focuses on the current statues of the
power networks, but more importantly give solutions to future scenarios, in which much higher
penetration of RES and more diverse availability of storage technologies are foreseen.
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Annex A: Data model for transmission of energy assets measurements and
state towards CROSSBOW ETRA systems
Rationale
The real time data related to energy assets can be fed into the ETRA message broker (RabbitMQ) in MQTT
or AMQP protocols, in an IoT fashion (bulk or very frequent data ingest that is processed, scaled and
balanced in a way that prevents the system from being overflowed)
The processes monitoring this ETRA messages are expecting the messages to have a specific data model
that is described in this document.
Examples of system that may use this mechanism for sending messages could be: Smart meters (SLAMS),
RES dispatching centres, EMS SCADAs or simulation algorithms that produce fake data periodically.

Data format
The messages must be valid JSON documents that adhere to the following JSON schema:
{
"$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-07/schema#",
"$id": "http://etraid-id.com/dataMessage.json",
"definitions": {
"complexValue": {
"$id": "#complexValue",
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"value": {
"type": "string",
"$id": "value",
"pattern": "^(.*)$"
},
"timestamp": {
"type": "string",
"$id": "timestamp",
"pattern": "^(.*)$"
},
"quality": {
"type": "integer",
"default": 1
}
},
"required": [
"value",
"timestamp"
]
}
},
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"type": "object",
"title": "The Root Schema",
"required": [
"id"
],
"properties": {
"id": {
"type": "string",
"pattern": "^(.*)$"
},
"states": {
"$ref": "#/definitions/complexValue",
"$id": "#states"
},
"statesTimestamp": {
"type": "string",
"pattern": "^(.*)$"
},
"measurements": {
"$ref": "#/definitions/complexValue",
"$id": "#measurements"
},
"measurementsTimestamp": {
"type": "string",
"pattern": "^(.*)$"
}
}
}

An example of a valid JSON message could be:
{
"id": "device_id",
"states": {
"communicationStatus": {
"value": "OK",
"timestamp": "2019-11-08T12:45:40.035Z",
"quality":1.0
}
},
"statesTimestamp": "2019-11-08T12:45:40.035Z",
"measurements": {
"activePower": {
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"value": 50.53363,
"timestamp": "2019-11-08T12:45:40.035Z",
"quality":1.0
},
"reactivePower": {
"value": 12.363,
"timestamp": "2019-11-08T12:45:40.035Z",
"quality":1.0
},
"frequency": {
"value": 50.002,
"timestamp": "2019-11-08T12:45:40.035Z",
"quality":1.0
}
},
"measurementsTimestamp": "2019-11-08T12:45:40.035Z"
}

Basically, the JSON message has:
•

An "id" field with the identifier of the device the measures and states are related to

•

a "status" object holding the status of the device. More than one status can be identified
simultaneously, e.g. the communication status, the working mode, "door open" flag, etc. The
values are normally predefined values (tags) or flags

•

A "measurements" object holding the representation of different measured magnitudes associated
with the device, e.g. active power, voltage, etc. the list of measurements name is HERE

•

Two fields with the timestamp of the last status or measurement reported. This is optional and can
be omitted

For every state or measurement, the value is actually represented by an object with three fields: actual
value, timestamp and quality of the measurement:
•

The "quality" field is a float number between 0 and 1, being 1 the highest quality value. Normally
lowest values are associated to values calculated captured far away in time and probably not
accurate. This field is optional and if not provided, 1 is assumed.

•

The "value" field is a float number with the actual value

•

The "timestamp" field is a string representation of the measurement capture timestamp, in the ISO
8601 (8) extended format

The measurements received are treated as accumulative. A measurement received will be valid in our
system even though other messages could have been received for this device with no update for this
specific measurement. Our system could reduce the quality of the measurement in case it is not updated
for a long time, but the new measurements messages do not replace the old measurements unless they
overwrite them.
The list of measurements and status names is defined in the next sections.

Data communication
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The generated JSON messages created according to the previous definition must be sent to the ETRA
message broker in MQTT or AMQP protocols.
Both protocols provide an endpoint for the clients to “send” the data, and both protocols require the
messages to be “tagged” or identified with a topic (or routing key in AMQP nomenclature).
Topics are structured in a hierarchy similar to folders and files in a file system using a delimiter (the forward
slash ‘/’ in MQTT, and the dot ‘.’ In AMQP).
The hierarchy of the topics helps identifying the nature of the message and the format must be the
following:
<SYSTEM_NAME>.<ASSET_TYPE>.<ASSET_UNIQUE_IDENTIFIER>

Examples of these could be:
WAMAS.BUS.31245
RES-CC/FARM/VELEBIT

Properties of the topic names:
•

Are Case sensitive

•

Use UTF-8 strings.

•

Must consist of at least one character to be valid.

The asset type and identifier must be agreed between ETRA and the client
A username/password would be required to authenticate the client before sending the measurements. The
credentials will be provided by ETRA upon request. Also, for the AMQP messaging, the identifier of an
exchange will also be provided.

Measurements names
Measurement name

Units

Comments

activeEnergyImported

(kWh)

acummulated energy imported

activeEnergyExported

(kWh)

acummulated energy exported

reactiveEnergyQi

(kvarh)

Reactive energy 1st Quadrant

reactiveEnergyQii

(kvarh)

Reactive energy 2nd Quadrant

reactiveEnergyQiii

(kvarh)

Reactive energy 3rd Quadrant

reactiveEnergyQiv

(kvarh)

Reactive energy 4th Quadrant

reactiveEnergyQiL1

(kvarh)

Reactive energy 1st Quadrant, Phase 1

reactiveEnergyQiiL1

(kvarh)

Reactive energy 2nd Quadrant, Phase 1

reactiveEnergyQiiiL1

(kvarh)

Reactive energy 3rd Quadrant, Phase 1

reactiveEnergyQivL1

(kvarh)

Reactive energy 4th Quadrant, Phase 1

reactiveEnergyQiL2

(kvarh)

Reactive energy 1st Quadrant, Phase 2

reactiveEnergyQiiL2

(kvarh)

Reactive energy 2nd Quadrant, Phase 2
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reactiveEnergyQiiiL2

(kvarh)

Reactive energy 3rd Quadrant, Phase 2

reactiveEnergyQivL2

(kvarh)

Reactive energy 4th Quadrant, Phase 2

reactiveEnergyQiL3

(kvarh)

Reactive energy 1st Quadrant, Phase 3

reactiveEnergyQiiL3

(kvarh)

Reactive energy 2nd Quadrant, Phase 3

reactiveEnergyQiiiL3

(kvarh)

Reactive energy 3rd Quadrant, Phase 3

reactiveEnergyQivL3

(kvarh)

Reactive energy 4th Quadrant, Phase 3

reactiveEnergyCapacitive

(kvarh)

reactiveEnergyInductive

(kvarh)

activePower

(kW)

activePowerL1

(kW)

active power Phase 1

activePowerL2

(kW)

active power Phase 2

activePowerL3

(kW)

active power Phase 3

reactivePower

(kvar)

reactivePowerL1

(kvar)

reactive power Phase 1

reactivePowerL2

(kvar)

reactive power Phase 2

reactivePowerL3

(kvar)

reactive power Phase 3

reactivePowerCapacitive

(kvar)

reactivePowerInductive

(kvar)

reactivePowerQi

(kvar)

Reactive power 1st Quadrant

reactivePowerQii

(kvar)

Reactive power 2nd Quadrant

reactivePowerQiii

(kvar)

Reactive power 3rd Quadrant

reactivePowerQiv

(kvar)

Reactive power 4th Quadrant

reactivePowerQiL1

(kvar)

Reactive power1st Quadrant, Phase 1

reactivePowerQiiL1

(kvar)

Reactive power 2nd Quadrant, Phase 1

reactivePowerQiiiL1

(kvar)

Reactive power 3rd Quadrant, Phase 1

reactivePowerQivL1

(kvar)

Reactive power 4th Quadrant, Phase 1

reactivePowerQiL2

(kvar)

Reactive power 1st Quadrant, Phase 2

reactivePowerQiiL2

(kvar)

Reactive power 2nd Quadrant, Phase 2
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reactivePowerQiiiL2

(kvar)

Reactive power 3rd Quadrant, Phase 2

reactivePowerQivL2

(kvar)

Reactive power 4th Quadrant, Phase 2

reactivePowerQiL3

(kvar)

Reactive power 1st Quadrant, Phase 3

reactivePowerQiiL3

(kvar)

Reactive power 2nd Quadrant, Phase 3

reactivePowerQiiiL3

(kvar)

Reactive power 3rd Quadrant, Phase 3

reactivePowerQivL3

(kvar)

Reactive power 4th Quadrant, Phase 3

apparentPower

(kVA)

apparentPowerL1

(kVA)

apparent power, Phase 1

apparentPowerL2

(kVA)

apparent power, Phase 2

apparentPowerL3

(kVA)

apparent power, Phase 3

current

(A)

in tri-phase, average of the three phases

currentL1

(A)

current, Phase 1

currentL2

(A)

current, Phase 2

currentL3

(A)

current, Phase 3

currentNeutral

(A)

neutral current

voltage

(V)

voltageL1

(V)

voltage, Phase 1

voltageL2

(V)

voltage, Phase 2

voltageL3

(V)

voltage, Phase 3

voltageL1L2

(V)

voltage difference between phase1 and phase2

voltageL2L3

(V)

voltage difference between phase2 and phase3

voltageL3L1

(V)

voltage difference between phase3 and phase1

powerFactor

0..1

powerFactorL1

0..1

power factor, Phase 1

powerFactorL2

0..1

power factor, Phase 2

powerFactorL3

0..1

power factor, Phase 3

frequency

(Hz)

voltageTotalHarmonicDistortion

%
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voltageTotalHarmonicDistortionL1

%

voltage Total Harmonic Distortion, Phase 1

voltageTotalHarmonicDistortionL2

%

voltage Total Harmonic Distortion, Phase 2

voltageTotalHarmonicDistortionL3

%

voltage Total Harmonic Distortion, Phase 3

voltageHarmonic1

(V)

voltage Harmonic 1

voltageHarmonic2

%

voltage Harmonic 2 .. 42

voltageHarmonicN

%

voltage Harmonic from N between 2 and 42

currentTotalHarmonicDistortion

%

currentTotalHarmonicDistortionL1

%

current Total Harmonic Distorsion, Phase 1

currentTotalHarmonicDistortionL2

%

current Total Harmonic Distorsion, Phase 2

currentTotalHarmonicDistortionL3

%

current Total Harmonic Distorsion, Phase 3

currentHarmonic1

(A)

current Harmonic 1

currentHarmonic2

%

current Harmonic 2

currentHarmonicN

%

current Harmonic 2 .. 42

Status names
status name

possible values

Comments

communicationStatus

0: ok
1: noCommunication

asset connectivity

Storage Specific measurements
Measurement name

Units

Comments

soc

%

State of charge

soh

%

State of health

chargeAvailable

(kW)

dischargeAvailable

(kW)

maxBatteryCellTemperature

ºC
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minBatteryCellTemperature

ºC

min battery cell temperature

inverterTemperature

ºC

inverter temperature

Storage specific status.
status name

possible values

Comments

status

0: disconnected
1: connected
2: charge
3: discharge
4: standby
5: error
6: busy
7: islanding

battery/storage status

workingMode

0: Standard
1: Manual
2: Alarm
3: Backup
4: Test
5: Schedule
6: Config

battery/storage working mode

controlMode

0: System Manually set inverter target power
1: Load Manually set target power at meter
2: PvsF Frequency regulation
3: PvsV Voltage regulation
4: QvsV Voltage regulation

battery/storage control model
(closed loop)
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